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Dear Judge Gertsman:

On behalf of the Division of Rate Counsel ("Rate Counsel"), please accept this letter

brief in lieu of a more formal brief on the limited issue of acquisition adjustments proposed by

New Jersey American Water Company ("NJAWC" or "Company") in connection with the base

rate case referenced above.
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Honorable Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ
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PROCED~’RAL HISTORY AND ~ACKGRQ,UND

On September 14, 2017, NJAWC filed with the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities

("Board") a petition, testimony and exhibits (collectively, "Petition") requesting an increase

in operating revenues of $129.3 million, or approximately 17.54% over projected pro-forma

rate revenues.

NJAWC serves approximately 631,000 water and fire service customers and

approximately 41,000 sewer service customers. The Company proposed that the increase become

effective on October 15, 2017. ~ In the Petition, NJAWC proposed a test-year ending March 31,

2018. The Petition as originally filed was based upon five months of actual and seven months of

estimated data. On January I5, 2018, NJAWC flied an update based on nine months actual and

three months estimated data. NJAWC filed an additional update on April 23, 2018 based on 12

months actual data. Bbth updates included supplemental testimony.

On September 27, 2017, the Board transmitted this matter to the Office of Administrative

Law ("OAL") as a contested case and on October 20, 2017, the Board issued an Order

suspending NJAWC’s proposed rate increase until February 15, 2018. By a second suspension

order dated January 31, 2018, the proposed rate increase was suspended until June 15, 2018. This

matter was assigned to Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") Jacob S. Gertsman, who issued a

Prehearing Order on December 18, 2017, establishing procedures and hearing dates for the

conduct of this case. ALJ Gertsman issued an Order Establishing Revised Prehearing

Submission Deadlines on May 23, 2018.

~ On September 22, 2018, the Company filed a Ietter with the Board via electronic maiI stating that it
would not implement rates on an interim basis prior to the effective date of the Board’s suspension Order
resulting from the Board’s October 20, 2017 agenda meeting. However, the Company stated that it did
not waive its "right to implement the proposed rates at the conclusion of the eight month suspension
period on June 15, 2018 should the Board not issue a final Decision and Order by that date."
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Motions m intervene were filed by the following parties (collectively, "Intervenors") and

were unopposed: Rutgers, the State University ("Rutgers"), Princeton University, Phillips 66

Company, Johanna Foods, Inc., and Cogen Technologies Linden Venture, L.P.’(collectively,

"OIW"); Middlesex Water Company ("Middlesex"); Mount Laurel Township Municipal Utilities

Authority ("Mount Laurel"); Aqua New Jersey, Inc. ("Aqua"); and City of Elizabeth. The

motions to intervene filed by the OIW, with the exception of Rutgers, Middlesex, Aqua, and the

City of Elizabeth, were granted by Orders dated December 18, 2017, which were subsequently

amended on January 16, 2018. Rutgers and Mount Laurel were granted intervenor status by

Orders dated January 16, 2018 and February 28, 2018, respectively. On May 31, 2018, AARP

filed a motion to participate, which was unopposed. ALJ Gertsman granted AARP leave to

participate on June 8, 2018. On July 2, 2018, the New Jersey Utility Shareholders Association

("NJUSA") filed a motion to participate. On August 1, 2018, ALJ Gertsman entered an Order

granting NJUSA’s motion to participate, which Order was amended on August 3, 2018 to correct

a typographical error.

After proper notice to the general public and affected municipalities and counties within

NJAWC’s service area, four public hearings were held. One public hearing was held on January

8, 2018 in Westfield, New Jersey; two public hearings were held on January 10, 2018 at 1:00

p.m. in Ocean City, New Jersey and at 6:00 p.m. in Howell Township, New Jersey; and one

punic hearing was held on January 16, 2018 in Haddonfield, New Jersey. A representative of

NJUSA attended the hearing in Haddonfield and entered a statement on the record that requested

that the process for granting NJAWC new rates be fair and balanced, taking into account the

interests of New Jersey utility shareholders and ratepayers. Members of the public also attended

and spoke at the Howell Township hearing in general opposition to the proposed rate increase.
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No members of the public attended the Westfield or Ocean City hearings. In addition, the Board

received over 100 written comments in opposition to the Petition.

On February 8, 2018, NJAWC filed supplemental direct testimow related to the Tax

Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017. On April 13, 2018, Rate Counsel and certain Intervenors filed direct

testimony and on May t 1, 20 t8, NJAWC filed rebuttal testimony. Evidentiary hearings took

place on June 11, 13, 14, 18 and 25, 2018. Prior to the June 15, 2018 expiration of the second

suspension period, NJAWC provided notice that it would implement interim rates. On May 18,

2018, Rate Counsel filed a motion requesting the Board issue an Order rejecting the Company’s

proposed provisional Rates. The motion was opposed by the Company. The Board issued an

Order denying Rate Counsel’s request on June 22, 2018. The Company implemented interim

rates that included a $75 million increase, effective June 15, 2018, in accordance with N.J.A.C.

14:1-5.12(f). This resuIted in a I2.323% increase applied equally to all rate classes using the

existing rate design for the utility approved by the Board, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.12(e)(2).

On July 3, 2018, Rate Counsel submitted a letter to ALJ Gertsman alerting him of a

report that the Staff of the New York Public Service Commission ("PSC"), Department of Public

Service ("DPS") had issued (’~Staff Report") regarding certain oral testimony and discovery

responses that employees of American Water Works Service Company, Inc. ("Service

Company") submitted to the PSC in connection with the base rate case of New York-American

Water Company, Inc. ("NYAWC"). One implicated Service Company employee had submitted

pre-filed testimony, answered discovery, and testified at the evidentiary hearings in this case.

Another had submitted pre-filed testimony and answered discovery, and his pre-filed testimony

was adopted by a different witness in this case. Both such employees separated from the Service

Company before the conclusion of the evidentiary hearings here. In its letter, Rate Counsel
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requested that, as a result of the Staff Report, ALJ Gertsman order NJAWC to review the

testimonies of the two witnesses and provide a certification that their testimonies were complete

and free of errors or omissions. Board Staff sent a separate Ietter on July 10, 2018 requesting that

ALJ Gertsman order NJAWC to verify all testimony and discovery responses submitted in

evidence in this case (collectively, Board Staff and Rate Counsel letters are referenced as

"Letters").

On July 25, 2018, the Board held its regularly scheduled Board meeting at which time

President Joseph L. FiordaIiso ordered NJAWC to conduct an independent certification of the

numbers that NJAWC had submitted in support of its Petition.

ALJ Gertsman held a limited-purpose hearing on August 1, 2018 regarding the issues

raised by Rate Counsel and Board Staff in the Letters. At the August 1, 2018 hearing, NJAWC

moved additional exNbits into evidence, including a certification of the accuracy of the record

by NJAWC President Deborah A. DegilIio, which appended supporting certifications. Ms.

Degillio also provided direct testimony and was cross-examined. Thereafter, NJAWC retained

its auditor, PriceWaterhouse Coopers ("PwC"), to perform an Agreed Upon Procedures

Engagement regarding the Schedules, applicable SIRs, and utility plant asset records in Power

PIant for the Haddonfield and Sliorelands acquisitions for which NJAWC requested recognition

in connection with the Petition. PwC subsequently agreed to include in its engagement those

discovery responses received in evidence in this proceeding. PwC agreed to reconcile all of

these items to NJAWC’s genera[ ledger to the extent applicable. It also determined the extent to

which NJAWC’s proposed post-test year plant additions were recorded on NJAWC’s books and

records. As to Haddonfield and Shorelands, PwC agreed to verify that correct amounts were

transferred when entered into NJAWC’s books and records. On August 31, 2018, PwC issued a
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Report of Independent Accountants, which was subsequently admitted into the record.

After discovery and comprehensive settlement discussions, on October 16, 2018, the

Company, Board Staff, Rate Counsel, and OIW (collectively, "Parties") reached a stipulation of

settIement with regard to alI issues in the base rate case except the issue of plant acquisition

adjustments ("Partial Stipulation"). On October 18, 2018, ALJ Gertsman issued an Order to

Bif~cate Partial Initial Decision Settlement ("Initial Decision’’) in this matter, recommending

adoption of the Partial Stipulation executed by the Parties, finding that the Parties had voluntarily

agreed to the Partial Stipulation and that the Partial Stipulation fully disposed of all issues,

except for the acquisition adjustment. On October 29, 2018 the Board issued an Order adopting

the Order to Bifurcate Partial Initial Decision Settlement and Remand the Proposed Plant

Acquisition Adjust.merit Issues ("Order").

Rate Counsel submits this letter brief in accordance with the Initial Decision and Order.

ARGUMENT

The Requested Adjustments For the Shorelands Water and Haddonfield Acquisitions
Should Be Denied As the Company Has Failed to Demonstrate Net Benefits to Ratepayers
From the Acquisitions, and Neither System Was a Troubled Utility When Acquired.

1. Board Policy Confines Acquisition Adjustments to the Limited
Circumstances Where A Utility Has Shown Tangible Benefits to Existing
Ratepayers or Has Acquired a Distressed System That Cannot Provide
Safe, Adequate & Proper Service to Ratepayers.

Normally, when a utility acquires another system, it receives a return in rates based on

the acquired system’s book value, which represents the original cost of the system’s assets less

accumulated depreciation. Acquisition adjustments, if permitted, allow for rate recovery of the

full amount that a utility chose to pay to acquire a system, which is almost always in excess of

that system’s current book value.
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The Board’s policy regarding acquisition adjustments was set forth in I/M/O Petition of

Elizabethtown Water Co. For an Increase in Rates, BPU Docket No. 8312-1072, 64 P.U.R. 4tu

613 (N.J.B.P.U. 1984) ("Elizabethtown Acquisition Order") (copy attached). In that case, the

Board found that an acquisition adjustment is appropriate only when a utility can demonstrate

specific benefits to existing customers, finding that "[w]e will continue to recognize the

appropriateness of acquisition adjustments where a specific benefit can be shown, such as the

acquiring of needed facilities which benefit the entire system." In denying the acquisition of the

Peapack and Gladstone Water System in that case, the Board accepted the analysis of the ALJ,

whose Initial Decision found that "existing customers received no benefit from the Peapack-

Gladstone acquisition...petitioner offered no evidence as to why existing ratepayers should bear

the cost associated with a purchase that may be in the public interest, but does not particularly

aid existing customers of the system." The Board also noted an additional circumstance where

acquisition adjustments may be appropriate, which was a utility’s acquisition of a troubled small

water company. The Board made it clear that its policy was limited to distressed systems that are

"hard-pressed to provide safe, adequate and proper service" consistent with "the intent of the

Smai1 Water Company Takeover Act, N.J.S.A. 58:11-59 et seq."

The Board affilzned its policy on acquisition adjustments in I/M/O Petition of South

Jersey Qas Co. For Approval of Increased Base Tariff Rates & Char~es, BPU Docket No. 843-

184, Order dated I2/30/85 ("South Jersey Gas Order") (copy attached). In that matter, South

Jersey Gas Company sought an acquisition adjustment for its purchase of the Cape May portion

of its system from New Jersey Natural Gas Company. Noting that "[t]he Board’s policy on this

issue was clearly set forth in [the Elizabethtown Acquisition Order]," the Board reiterated that

acquisition adjustments would be recognized "only where it was proven that a specific and
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tangible benefit inured to ratepayers from the acquisition." South Jersey Gas Order at 4. The

Board made it clear that benefits must inure to ratepayers of the existing system, noting that ’°[i]n

l~s Initial Decision, Judge Sullivan properly recognized the Board’s policy in this area and

correctly rejected the Company’s position that the Board should look to both utilities and their

ratepayers in determining if any benefits were created by the transaction." Id.._~. In denying the

requested acquisition adjustment, the Board found that "the Company bears the burden of proof

with regard to any benefits from its acquisition" and "the Company failed to carry its burden of

proof as to whether any specific and tangible benefits resulted from its acquisition from New

Jersey Natural." Id~

Good public policy dictates that acquisition adjustments be limited to the narrow

circumstances outlined in the Board’s policy. Allowing the Company to receive acquisition

adjustments in this matter above the system’s current book value would send a signal to both

sellers and purchasers regarding future acquisitions. Acquisition adjustments are an exception to

the rute that utilities can only recover a rate of return on the book value of their assets. Without

any tie to the book value of the system, water utilities could purchase systems at any inflated

price, knowing that they will recover any excess costs from ratepayers. This will almost

certainly raise the future purchase price of acquisitions, as the seller will know there is little to no

ceiling on cost and the purchaser can increase their earnings by overpaying for a system. For this

reason, acquisition adjustments must only be granted in very limited circumstances, such as

those outlined in the Board’s acquisition adjustment policy.

2. The Company Has Failed to Demonstrate Net Benefits to Existing
Ratepayers From the Shorelands Acquisition.
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The Company is seeking an acquisition adjustment for the approximately $26.9 million

over book value it paid to acquire the Shorelands Water Company. RC-30. As explained below,

the Company has failed to carry its burden of proving that its existing ratepayers should pay for

the Company’s decision to pay such a substantial sum for Shorelands. First, it is important to

note that the decision to acquire Shorelands was made purely by the Company and its Board of

Directors. Ratepayers had no say in whether to acquire Shorelands, or in the Company’s

decision to pay $26.9 mitlion in excess of book value for the system. The Company has a heavy

burden to prove that its ratepayers should now pay a return on and a return of this $26.9 million

premium, and it is a burden that the Company has failed to meet. ’

The Company offered an analysis attempting to show that the alleged benefits of the

acquisition outweigh the cost of the acquisition adjustment. The Company claims that it will

avoid $29 millidn of planned capital costs and defer an additional $18.9 million of capital costs

for a period of 5-10 years. P-8 at 38. The Company asserts a net present value benefit of $6.6

million as a result of the acquisition, td__~, at 39.

There are a number of reasons why the Company failed to meet its burden of proving net

benefits to existing ratepayers. First, the alleged benefits of the acquisition are based solely on

the Company’s claims that it will avoid spending on certain capital projects. RC-1 at 31.

Although the Company claims that it will avoid certain capital costs, it has never committed to

doing so. Absent a commitment, there is no guarantee that these capital costs will ~ctually be

avoided, or resuIt in lower rates for ratepayers.

Secondly, as Mr. Woods testified, the Company’s analysis contains certain assumptions

that may not be realistic, and absent such assumptions, the Shorelands acquisition ends up as a

net liability to existing ratepayers. One example of a flawed assumption in the Company’s
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anaIysis relates to its Navy Tank. RC-1 at 32-35. The Navy Tank is a 1.2 million gallon

standpipe with operating range between 240 feet and 278 feet. Id.~. at 32. Replacement of the

Navy Tank is one of the avoided projects under the Company’s analysis, with an avoided cost of

$3,700,000. P-8, Schedule FXS-1. The Company’s analysis assumes that the Navy tank wiI1

remain in service for the next forty years, without needing replacement during that time. RC-1 at

33. The flaw in the Company’s analysis is that the Navy Tank was built in 1951, and is already

67 years old. Id. at 34. In other words, the Company’s analysis assumes the Navy Tank will

continue in service until it is 107 years old, despite its current depreciation rate of only 72 years.

Id__:. Mr. Woods’ testimony illustrates the sensitivity of the analysis offered by the Company

simply by examining its assumption about the Navy Tank. As Mr. Woods demonstrated, if the

Navy Tank needs to be replaced in 2023 - the end of its 72 year depreciation iife- then the

Shorelands acquisition transforms from an acquisition with a $6.6 million net benefit to

ratepayers under the Company’s analysis, to a $197,000 net cost to ratepayers. Simply with one

reasonable change to the Company’s analysis, altering this one project on the list of projects that

the Company claims will be avoided, Mr. Woods demonstrated that the Company’s claim of net

benefits from the Shorelands acquisition does not stand scrutiny.2 The Company’s analysis is

based upon hopeful, speculative assumptions. If any of those assumptions prove inaccurate, the

result of the cost benefit analysis changes dramatically.

Furthermore, as Mr. Woods testified, unless the Company’s overall capital spending is

somehow capped, there is no guarantee that ratepayers will actually experience lower rates, even

2 Mr. Woods also examined other projects that the Company claimed could be avoided or deferred, such

as the Englishtown Wells in Lakewood and the storm protection project for the Newman Springs
Clearwell. RC-1 at 35. Mr. Woods testified that if the Company finds these projects must be built as
planned, and not delayed, then together with the Navy Tank construction the Shorelands acquisition
would result in a net present cost to ratepayers of approximately $25.5 million. Id__~. at 36.
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if the capital projects contained in the analysis remain avoided. RC-1 at 37. Indeed, the

Company has never claimed that its capital spending will be reduced as a result of acquiring

Shorelands. The Company has aggressively invested in new plant in its service territory, in the

amount of $868 million since its last rate case only three years ago. Id.._:. As Mr. Woods testified,

absent a cap it is likely that any avoided costs will simply shift dollars elsewhere, with ratepayers

being asked to pay for both the acquisition premium and the new investment. Id_.~.

Finally, the Company’s analysis ignores certain cost~ related to the Shorelands

acquisition. The anatysis does not consider the cost of any internat improvements that will need

to be made to the Shorelands system over time, nor does it consider any of the capital integration

costs necessary to integrate Shorelands with the existing New Jersey American system. Id.~.

Since these are costs that never would have been incurred absent the Company’s acquisition of

Shorelands, the Company should have included them in its analysis of whether the acquisition

produced net benefits to existing ratepayers. The Company did not, and for this and all the other

reasons noted above, failed to meet its burden of proving that it should receive an acquisition

adjustment for the Shorelands system. Accordingly, the Company’s request for an acquisition

premium in excess of Shorelands’ book value should be denied.

3. Haddonfield Was Not a Troubled Utility, Nor Did Its Acquisition Benefit
Existing New Jersey American Ratepayers. Accordingly, Per Board
Policy the Proposed Acquisition Adjustment for Haddonfield Should Be
Denied.

The Company is seeking an acquisition adjustment of $1,588,911 for the Haddonfield

system.3 RC-1, Schedule HJW-10. The Board’s policy, as set forth in the Etizabethtown

Acquisition Order, requires that a utility demonstrate a specific benefit to existing customers

3 This amount reflects the difference in the purchase price of $28.5 Million and the value of the

Haddonfietd system of $26,911,089 contained in the testimony of Stephanie Cuthbert, P-36 at 10.
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~om an acquisition in order for an acquired system to be eiigible for an acquisition adjustment.

The Company has failed to meet its burden in this case of showing that the Haddonfield

acquisition benefited existing customers. The Company asserts various benefits such as the

decommissioning of HaddonfieId’s Centre Street water treatment plant and Haddonfield’s

Cottage Avenue Standpipe. P-24 at 4-5. However, as Mr. Woods testified, these asserted

benefits inure only to HaddonfieId customers, not other New Jersey American ratepayers as is a

pre-requisite to receiving an acquisition adjustment under the Elizabethtown Acquisition Order.

RC-1 at 23.

The Company does assert one benefit to existing ratepayers from the Haddonfield

acquisition, the Haddonfield water allocation permit. Id. at 6. Through the testimony of Mr.

Shields, the Company claims that this allocation will be useful in addressing water quality

requirements associated with perfluorinated compounds (PFCs). P-7 at 18. However, Mr.

Woods successfully rebutted Mr. Shields’ testimony. As Mr. Woods testified, "three years after

the acquisition of the Haddonfield system, [the Company] still cannot quantify the impact of

these groundwater quality issues or the impact that the Haddonfield acquisition may or may not

have on the solution to these problems." RC-84 at 3. When asked in discovery to quantify the

impact of the Haddonfield acquisition on the Company’s abiiity to address the new PFC

standards, the Company could not answer, instead stating that it "is still evaluating the overall

impact of the new PFC standards on the company wetis and does not have an overall impact

developed at this time." RC-18, RC-19. The Company bears the burden of proving any alleged

benefits to existing ratepayers from the Haddonfietd acquisition. Since the Company could not

quantify the impact that the Haddonfield acquisition had on its ability to address PFCs, the
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Company failed to meet this burden of proof, and per Board policy its request for an acquisition

adjustment [br Haddonfield shoutd be denied.

Additionally, while the Board has occasionally granted acquisition adjustments for

acquisitions of utilities that can_not provide safe, adequate and proper utility service to customers,

the Company has failed to prove that Haddonfield was a "troubled" utility at the time of its

acquisition. As a preliminary matter, the Company’s Petition and Direct Testimony never

asserted that the Haddonfield was troubled. The Company made this assertion for the first time

in the rebuttal testimony of Ms. Cuthbert, filed eight months after its Petition and more than

three years after Haddonfield was acquired. Furthermore, Ms. Cuthbert’s entire argument is

based on the definition of the "emergent conditions" set forth in the Water Infrastructure

Protection Act ("WIPA"), a statute that was not enacted until after the Haddonfield purchase.

The Company itself confirmed the irrelevance of the WIPA to Haddonfield in its cross-

examination of Mr. Woods:

Q. So, you offer some testimony about a troubled water system. And you make
the point that WIPA - the Water Infrastructure Protection Act - does not apply to
the Haddonfield system. Is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And that’s because the Haddonfield acquisition took ptace before - and I’ll
refer to it as WIPA - before WIPA was passed. Correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And, you don’t understand that Ms. Cuthbert was saying that WIPA did apply
to the Haddonfietd acquisition. Is that correct?

A. I understand her rebuttal testimony to mean that if the definitions from the
[WIPA] were applied to the Haddonfield system, that some of the five criteria
might appty to Haddonfield.

Q. But she wasn’t saying that WIPA did apply to Haddonfietd?
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A. I don’t think she was. No.

T160:L3 - T160:L23 (6/11/18).

This testimony demonstrates that the WIPA definitions are not relevant to the Haddon[ield

acquisition. Haddonfield was not acquired under WIPA; indeed, WIPA was not even enacted at

the time of the Company’s purchase of Haddonfield. Therefore, Ms. Cuthbert’s testimony

regarding WIPA is irrelevant, and the Company’s claim that Haddonfield is a troubled utility

because of WIPA should be disregarded. The Company has failed to meet its burden of proof

that Haddonfield was a troubled utility at the time of its acquisition. The proposed acquisition

adjustment of $1,588,911 for Haddonfield should therefore be denied.

For the reasons stated above, Rate Counsel respectfully requests Your Honor issue an

Initial Decision recommending that the Board deny the acquisition adjustments proposed by the

Company.

Respectfully submitted,

STEFANIE A. BRAND
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL

By:

Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel
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Cite as 11 N.J.A.R. 303 BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
I RENTON, NJ

IN THE MATI’ER OF THE PETITION
OF ELIZABETHTOWN WATER COMPANY

FOR AN INCREASE IN RATES

Initial Decision: July 12, 1984
Final Agency Decision: September 24, 1984

New Jersey Supreme Court Decision Appears
at 107 Nd. 440 (1987)

SYNOPSIS

Petitioner requested a 17.6 percent increase in rates for water ser-
vice. The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law
for a hearing.

In determining rate base, the administrative law judge assigned to
the case concluded that he should consider expenses that would be
incurred after the .conclusion of the test year, provided petitioner could
demonstrate substantial likelihood that the items allowed would be
in service during the rate period in question. Accordingly the. judge
took into account costs of some construction projects that would be
completed in the near future. Regarding appropriate rate of return,
the administrative law judge calculated that it should be 14.6 percent
on common equity and 11.07 percent overall. Despite petitioner’s
excellent service record, the judge declined to raise the rate of return
as a "premium" for good management. No allowance above a reason-
able and fair rate of return should be allowed.

Another issue was petitioner’s unusually high earnings in recent
years, caused in part by weather conditions. The judge determined
that the appropriate method for calculating potential growth rate
should take into account historical data over a reasonable period of
time. In this case, a five-year average reflected reasonable investor
expectations while also accounting for recent high earnings, which
were unlikely to be repeated, although earnings were projected to
remain higher than they had been in the past. The allowed rate of
return would be fair and take into account the interests of both
investors and consumers.

Upon review, the Board of Public Utilities affirmed this initial
decision with some modifications.

First, regarding appropriate test year, the Board disagreed with the
use of a "substantial likelihood" test in the initial decision. The
Board’s policy has been and remains that the ,test year should be as
current as possible and reflect actual test year data. That data can
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be adjusted for "known and measurable" changes outside the test
year.

The Board also modified the rate of return set in the initial decision,
based on its review of the evidence. The Board noted its obligation
to establish ra.tessufficient to encourage good management and enable
a utility to maintain its credit, while also providing a return to the
equity holder that is commensurate with investments having cor-
responding risks. The Board set the r~eturn on equity at 14.1 percent
and the 6verall return at 10.9 percent.

Finally, the Board considered petitioner’s high earnings in recent
years and concluded that the prohibiti~on against retroactive ratemak-
ing did not preclude the Board from reviewing whether a utility has
achieved an unreasonable rate of return on equity. Furthermore, the
Board may fashion a remedy. Since petitioner had achieved rates of
return significantly higher than had been set, the Board concluded
that ratepayers should receive recognition for over-earnings. To
achieve this, the Board ordered the new rates set in this case to be
held in abeyance until the difference, in revenues between those that
would be earned under the new rates, as against those received under
the current rates, equaled the amount of the over-earnings. The Board
would monitor petitioner’s earnings to determine when new rates
could go into effect.

The Appellate Division, 205 N.J. Super 528, reversed and re-
manded. The Supreme Court affirmed~as modified.

William R. Holzalffel, Esq.,
(Holzapfel, Perkins & Kelly, attorneys)
Walter M. Braswell, Esq., for petitioner
Helene S. Wallenstein. and Mumtaz Bari-Brown, Assistant Deputy

Public Advocates, for PUblic Advocate, Division of Rate Counsel
(Joseph H. Rodriguez, Public Advocate of New Jersey, attorney)
Edward D..Beslow, Esq., Regulatory Officer, JerryWestreich, Accoun-

tant II, Dr. Joseph Bowring, Research Economist I, and Thornas
Serzan, Rate.Analyst III, for Staff, Board of Public Utilities

PENN, ALJ:
OnDecember 2, 1983, Elizabethtown Water Company, hereinafter

(Company), filed a petition with the Board of Public Utilities request-
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ing a 17.6 percent increase in rates for water service. T.he increase was
calculated to yield an increase in annual revenues of approximately
$9,191,258. The increase in annual revenue, as originally proposed,
was subsequently revised downward by .the Company to $8,661,580
(April 30, 1984 hearing).

Orders suspending the increase were entered by the Board of Public
Utilities onDecember 27, 1983 and May 4, 1984. The latest s.uspension
period terminates on September 3, 1984. A pre-transmittal conference
was conducted at the Board of Public Utilities between the parties
on December I9, 1983. At that time, it was determined that Middlesex

_.W’_a.t.e_.r_._C~m._Pa__n__y_a..n.d.._Co..m..mq.nwealth_Water would be allowed inter-
venor status in the case. The parties also agreed to stipulate the "test
year" in this case as the annual period ending March 31, 1984. The
parties further agreed that the Company could present proofs with
respect to known and forseeable changes through June 30, i985,
although changes through March 31, 1985, were to be submitted at
the request of Rate Counsel. Thereafter, a prehearing conference was
held in the case on January 17, 1984. Hearings were held on March
2, 7, 8 and 30, and April 4, 5, and 30, 1984. At the conclusion of
the proceedings, the briefing scheduled was set by the court. The last
brief was received on June 7, 1984, and the record was closed on that
date.

PUBLIC HEARING

Edward Murphy, Township Administrator for the Township of
Cranford, noted that the requested increase will have a drastic effect
upon the budget of the township. He noted that the "Cap" law
precludes municipalities from operating under a deficit budget. Mr.
Murphy noted that in 1976 the township utilized 416 fire hydrants.
At that time, the Company was charging $27.30 per hydrant. That
figure remained constant until 1979, when it increased to $27.64. In
1981, the price for service per hydrant increased to $57, and in 1982
it increased to $94. As a result of the Company’s last rate case, the
charges for hydrant service paid by the Township of CranfQrd, in-
creased to $115. Under the proposed petition, the cost per hydrant
for the 440 hydrants now being utilized by Cranford would be $181
per hydrant. Mr.. Murphy went on to note that the municipal budget
has increased only 66 percent since 1977, while the cost of service pe~;

.fire hydrant, had increased 663 percent. He noted that in order to meet
the high cost of providing fire service to the community, the township
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has been forced to decrease personnel, equipment and projects in other
departments. Leonard Dolan, Chief of Cranford Fire Department,
projected that the requested increase would result in an inability of
the’ Fire Department to purchase needed equipment and to maintain
its current manpower levels. Sandra Weks, Public Safety Com-
missioner, noted that the increase in cost is definitely resulting in the
diversion ofmonies from needed areas in order to provide fire service
to the community. Joseph Caroselli, Linden Transportation Inspector,
objected to the increase on behalf of the citizens of Linden. Lawrence
Newcomb of Scotch Plains agreed with the comments of Mr. Murphy
and noted that the increase requested is two times the Cap increase
afforded the municipalities. He noted that the proposed increase
would impose severe hardship .on the Township of Scotch Plains. The
letter read by Mr, Newcomb indicated that the citizens were not
complaining, however, of poor service from the Company. Frederick
R. Bostel, Superintendent of Water and Sewers for Elizabeth and
Lawrence Ansovino of Dunnellen, objected to the proposed increase
for their municipal citizenry. No objector voiced a complaint regard-
ing the quality of service being provided by the Company.

TEST YEAR

The parties have agreed to the use of a test year ending March 31,
1984. The parties have also agreed to allow the Company to submit
proof.on known and forseeable changes through. June 30, 1985. At
the request of the Public Advocate, data through March 31, 1985 was
also submitted by the Company.. The Company advocates use of a
variation of an emergent theory in public utility regulation regarding
the use of a base year-rate year. The Company asserts that use of
a"rate year" ending June 30, 1985, (the year during wl~ich rates will
actually be in effect), should be used as the measuring device for
calculating rate base, revenues, and expenses. The Company asserts
that a projection of foreseeable changes through June 30, 1985, is
essential if the Board is to recognize the proper matching between
revenues, expenses, and rate base, during the year that the rates are
actually in effect. The Company notes that the projection through
June 1985 does not recognize that rates will, in all probability, be set
by the Board on or before September 3, t984, when the current
suspension period terminates. The Company recognizes that the pro-
"jection through June 1985 is, in reality, only 10 months of the year
.during which the rates will be in effect.
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Rate Counsel, on the other hand, asserts that the Company should
not be allowed to project rate base and. line items to a period extending
some 15 months beyond the close of the test year. In essence, they
urged that the projections must not extend beyond the test year. The
Rate Counsel takes the position that revenue and expenses should be
matched accord!ngly, after considering known and measurable
Changes.

The Advocate notes that the instant case is structured around the
inclusion of extensive speculative adjustments beyond the actual
March 31, 1984 levels of rate base. The Advocate urges that it has
followed the Board’s prior policy of recognizing only known and
measurable changes from an acutal test year. Projections for rate base.
and revenues and expenses are unreliable, and cannot be considered.
Counsel noted that rate base changed substantially between the orig-
inal forecast and the filing of the December petition, when compared
to actual data for the period ending March 3I, 19.84. A comparison
of the nine months actual/three months projection figures, with the
actual figures supplied by the Company, presents a striking contrast.
Rate Counsel notes that there was more than. a $I,000,000 difference
in rate base predicated upon examination of these figures.

Rate Counsel goes on to note that the $1,000,000 differential is not
surprising given the susceptibility of forecasts to unpredictable and
unforeseeable changes. Citing several examples of unforeseen changes
which inevitably create inaccuracies in projections, Rate Counsel
urges this tribunal to disregard the projections advanced by the Com-
pany beyond the test year. The use of the proposed adjustments
advanced by the Company 15 months beyond the conclusion of the
test year, is tantamount to the utilization of a forecast test year,
according to Rate Counsel.

Board Staff asserts the position that after careful consideration of
the record in the case, it concurs with the position of Rate Counsel
that rate base should be calculated based upon actual data available
as of March 31, 1984, with revenues and expenses adjusted for known
.and foreseeable changes concurrent to that date.

The test year issue in this case is perhaps the most crucial element
of the case. The wide range of variance between the petitioner’s
request for in excess of $8,000,000 in rate relief, and the Public
Advocate’s position that rates should be rolled back to recoup approx-
imately $900,000, is predicated upon projections, of expenses, revenue,
and rate base, beyond, the test year. Therefore, the merits of the
various positions of the parties require more than a cursory examin-
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ation. Historically, the Board has limited rate base items to actual
data ending at the conclusion of the test year, adjusted for known
and foreseeable changes. This Iatter recognition of providing for
known and foreseeable changes, evidences a recognition of the Board
of the need to set equitable rates and maintain consistency in Board
rulings. In the Matter of Elizabethtown Water Company, BPU Dkt.
No. 802-76 (November 19, 1980); In the Matter of the Hackensack
Water Company, BPU Dkt. No. 815-447 and In the Matter of New
Jersey Bell Telephone Company, BPU Dkt. No. 7711-I 136 (January
.31, 1978). It is this latter concern with "known and measurable
changes" that creates the essential problem in this matter. Not only
has the Board of Public Utilities recognized the need to achieve
equitable rates, but the courts of the State of New .Jersey have also
recognized the necessity of setting rates in the context of reliable
projections. For example, our Supreme Court has noted that utility
rate making is the "making of a rule for the future." In re Intrastate
Industrial Sand Rates, 66 N.J. 12 (1974). In a 1959 New Jersey Bell
Telephone case, Justice Berling speaking for the New Jersey Supreme
Court, stated:

We recognize that rate making is by necessity a predictive science,
for the rates of tomorrow are fixed on the facts of today. The Board
is obliged, as an ultimate standard, to establish rates "sufficient to
encourage good management and to furnish a reward for efficiency,
to enable the utility, under efficient and economical operation, to
maintain and support its credit; and enable it to raise money necess-
ary for the proper discharge of its public duties." Matter of New
Jersey Bell Telephone, 30 N.J. 16 (1959), (citation omitted),

Early on, our courts recognized the "requisite that there be ’an
honest and intelligent forecast’ of the probable future values" in
determining rates established in the test year, if they are to measure
up to par during the year they become effective. In order to achieve
a degree of stability, those rates must measure up to that standard
for a reasonable time thereafter. (Emphasis supplied) Atlantic City
Sewerage Company v. Board of Public Utilit~’es Commissioners, 128
N.J.L. 359, 366 (S. Ct. 1942) aff’d on opinion below, 129 N.J.L. 401
(E. & A. 1943).
" It is clear from the foregoing that the critical question for purposes
of rat~ making is not so much whether you term the period of recog-
nition for purposes of rate base operating expenses and revenues as
historic or future but, rather, given the fact that rate making as a
futuristic process, to what extent does one recognize future projections
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of rate base. A substantial likelihood that the customer will be receiv-
ing the benefit in terms of service, the Company will be receiving a
benefit in terms of economic recovery during a reasonable time rates
are in effect, is crucial. As the predictability of, for example, utility
plant in service at a given date increases, the probability of it ap-
propriately beifig considered ,as a portion of rate base in terms of
recognizing investments and corresponding revenue and expenses.,
increases proportionately, Rate Counsel and Board Staff have cut off
the point of recognition of items in rate base at the conclusion of test
year March 1984. Notwithstanding, the Company asserts that it is
entitled to recognize both major and minor construction projects
which are due to be in service during the year that rates are in effect
(ending June 1985). Of course, one of the advantages of future projec-
tions regarding rate base and other such, items is that to the extent
the projections become more and more foreseeable and the likelihood
of the implementation becomes morse certain, the ability to match
appropriately, revenues, investment and expenses so that the Com-
pany has a fair chance of earning its rate of return, increases substan-
tially. On the other hand, future projections, if Ultimately in error,
result in ratepayers having to pay for service before it is provided.

Gross Utility Plant

The position of Rate Counsel and Staff overlooks the primary
requisite of ratemaking. That requisite consists of a consideration and
fair prediction of probable values during a reasonable period in the
immediate future. Atlantic City v. Board of Public Utility Com-
missioners, supra at 366, Denver Union Stock Yard Co. v. United States,
304 U.S. 470 (1938). The estimation of the fair rate base is a matter
of "’reasonable judgment" grounded in a "proper consideration of all
relevant facts." Simpson v. Sheppard, 230 U.S. 352, 434 (1912) and
Atlantic City, supra. "An arbitrary date is as unlawful as an arbitrary
rate." Hackensack Water Company v. Board of Pitblic UttTity Comm.,
98 N.J.L. 41, 42 aff’d 100 N.J.L. 177 (E & A 1923). For purposes
of this proceeding, I have chosen not to abandon use of the historic
test year, consistent with long established Board policy. In re New
Jersey Bell Telephone Co., BPU. Dkt. No. 7711-1136 (January 1978).
However, I have chosen to allow projections of rate base items and
associated expenses, revenues, to the period of September 30, 1984,
provided there is an affirmative demonstration of a substantial like-
lihood that the items allowed will be in service before that time. This
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latter condition reduces the likelihood that construction schedule de-
lays will require¯ ratepayers to pay for plan/, not in service and increases
the company’s ability to actually earn a fair return on an investment.
Ī note that this results in a projection of some items of rate base, etc.
to the period a rate increase (if ultimately granted), will be.in effect.

Rate Counsel has refused to recognize at least the Company’s
completed or near complete major construction. According to the
testimony of Mr. Cawley, several major construction items consist.ing
of three projects, will be in service by June 30, 1984. The total amount
of those items is approximately $3;975,000. The three projects under
consideration are the Southern Area Reinforcements III, the Southern
Area Reinforcements IV, and lime facilities. The completion dates for
the projects are Apdl I984, and May or June I984, respectively. Mr.
Effron indicated that if the Board is to include any portion of the
major construction items, only actual expenditures for the projects
at March 31, 1984 should be ailowed~ That total amount of expen-
ditures is $3,436,000. As noted by the Company, this amount does
not include all cost necessary to complete the projects and falls ap-
proximately $500,000 short of the total expenditures by the Company
by the time the projects will be completely in service. I am satisfied
after reviewing the testimony of Mr. Cawley that, indeed, the three
major projects under consideration will be complete .on or before
September 1984. At least $3,436,000 has been expended toward the
three major projects and the lime faciIities project is substantially
~:omplete, according to the witnesses’ testimony. Even if one used the
March 31, 1984 test year concept agreed upon by the parties, that
does not preclude recognition of these projects, particularly here,
where it is substantially certain that the projects willbe in service prior
to a Board decision in the case. The failure to so recognize the
expenditures will result in the Company not receiving a return on the
investment until its next rate proceeding. While that is not the dis-
positive issue by any means, the critical determination upon which
recognition should be based is the substantial likelihood that the
projects will be completed within a reasonable time. Accordingly, I
disagree with Board Staff and the Public Advocate that the three
major projects should not be recognized in rate base.

The Company also suggested that the Hillside-Union reinforcement
project be included in rate base. Total construction cost of the project

¯ is approximately $600,000. According to Mr. Cawley, three of.the
segments of the project are already in service, and as of April 5, 1984,
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the Company Was awaiting the Easter break in order to pave two
segments to complete the construction: He went on to indicate that
three segments of the construction remain to be started. Those seg-
ments consist of a cost of approximately $329,000. He noted that a
$127,000 segment was going to commence construction within two
weeks (of April 5, 1984) to be followed by a $202,000 segment. The
remaining segment, consisting of approximately $85,000 in c0nstruc-
ti6n costs, cannot be completed until the Company secures a right-
of-way. While this latter construction appears to be somewhat specu-
lative, Mr. Cawley indicated that it could "be several months before
that starts, but it is a very short project, as you can see."

¯ Mr. Cawley indicated that the Charles Street well treatment facility
is scheduled to start in May 1984 and be completed by September.
It is a well treatment facility to treat contaminated ground water.
Estimated costs of the proj~:ct are approximately $400,000.

The Southern Area Reinforcement Project V is expected to serve
customers in the area of Manville, and is expected to be in service
during the spring of 1985. Mr. Cawley noted that his Company still
has to acquire rights-of-way for some portions of the construction.
Construction is not scheduled to commence until October 1984. The
Southern Area Reinforcement VI project is scheduled to cost approx-
imately $l,600,000. The cost estimate increased during the course of
the hearing according to .Mr. Cawley, due to the high cost of pavement
replacement in the Township of Princeton and also due to an overhead
adjustment. Therefore, he revised the price and increased it 25 percent.
There is also some growth potential for this area of the .region which
consists of West Windsor, Plainsboro and the Princetons. According
to Mr. Cawley, small parts of this project can be placed into service
as they are completed.Only $15,000 has been expended on the project
to date, and the estimated in service date is May 1985.

The Drake’s Corner storage project, originally estimated to cost
$200,000, was increased to a figure of $300,000 during the testimony
of Mr. Cawley. Mr. Cawley related that the price increase was oc-
casioned by increases in the size of the tank’s storage capacity, as well
as increases in overhead costs. Mr. Cawley indicated that this project
will take a relatively short time to complete, and the Company ac-
counted for unforeseeable delays in its estimate of an on-line service
date of June 1985. The Company has not been given permission to
replace the tank by the Princeton University.

The Company also intends to place on line some time in the future,
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the portion of major construction designated as the Southern Area
Reinforcement VII. This project originally cost in excess of
$1,000,000. The figure was substantially reduced to $100,000 during

¯ the testimony of Mr. Cawley. The $100,000 represented the acquisition
cost of a right-of-way in the development of plans and specifications
for the project. Mr. Cawley indicated that this project would not be
in service by June 30, 1985.

The intake improvements are scheduled to be completed in June
1985. Construction should begin in October 1984. The flood protec-
tion plan, Raritan Millstone Project, originally scheduled to cost
$650,0~, was increased to $850,000. The construction of the project
has been delayed until the railroad gives its permission to the Com-
pany to do some work on their land. Construction should begin in
the latter part of the summer. The Stony Brook reconstruction, orig-
inally scheduled to cost $700,000 was reduced to $200,000 by Mr.
Cawley, predicated upon his observation that the reconstruction por-
tion of the capital improvement will notbe completed by June 1985.
Mr. Cawley noted that the $200,000 represents the cost of a system
control which is scheduled to be installed by June 1985. However,
the reconstruction will not take place until the Southern Area Rein-
forcement VII is completed.

In my view, the capital program expenditures for the Southern Area
Reinforcement V,. VI and VII, intake improvements, Raritan Mill-
stone flood protection, Stony Brook reconstruction and Drake’s Cor-
ner, are too speculative to allow in rate base at this time. Most of
these projects are due to be completed in or about June I985. In the
event the predictions are off and there is a delay, the delay may result
in a delay in placing plant in service for a period in excess of June
1985. While ! do not consider June 1985 to be a magical cut-offdate
for the inclusion of items in rate base, I have given independent
consideration to the likelihood of items being placed in service based
upon amounts of money previously expended, and schedules of con-
struction. I pause to notethat those items which are scheduled to be
placed in service by June 1985 would appear to be more susceptible
to adverse impact and speculation resulting from a delay in placing
plant in service. While Mr. Cawley did not envision any delays, in
my view, the completion date for these projects is projected too far
into the future to be recognized for rate making purposes. Several
projects are not yet started and rights of way must be secured. After
considering these factors, I CONCLUDE that inclusion into rate base
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is not appropriate. Accordingly, I have disallowed those major capital
program expenditures.

The Company also seeks to include $6,415,625 in rate base for
routine construction commencing the quarter following March 31,
1984. I agree with Rate Counsel and Board Staff that routine construc-
tion should not be recognized in rate base consistent with Board
policy. In the event the Company wishes to recognize its routine
capital expenditures, they should do so by capitalizing AFDC. In
addition, petitioner should not be allowed to include approximately
$1,323,274 as construction work in progress balance at June 30, 1985.
This amount represents the balance of expenditures in the routine
construction projects which would not be in service as of June 30,
1985. Petitioner takes the view that it is appropriate to include routine
construction work in progress (CWIP) in rate base since Company
policy does not provide for the capitalization of AFDC. The capi-
talization of AFDC will result in higher charges for customeis in the
future based upon the deferred recognition of expenditures. Rate
Counsel takes the view that CWIP should not be included in rate base
because CWIP is not used and useful in providing utility service at
a specific point in time. Rate Counsel advances the view that AFDC
should be accrued on construction work in progress. The Board Staff
takes the position that construction work in progress should not be
allowed in rate base. Board Staff properly recognizes that it has been
a policy of the Board of Public Utilities to allow CWIP in rate base
based only in unusual instances. Usually when the financial integrity
of the Company is in jeopardy, the Board relaxes its policy and allows
a certain amount of CWlP in rate base. Here, however, there has been
no .showing by the Company that CWIP is necessary in order to
maintain its financial integrity. Even if it has been shown to be
necessary, I am not of the view that CWlP should be recognized by
the Board.

Rate Counsel and Board Staff propose to adjust the utility plant
in service balance by reducing it by $128,000. This figure represents
the disallowance of an acquisition adjustment related to the purchase
of the Peapack and Gladstone Water System. While the parties agree
that the adjustment related to Washington Valley System should be
.recognized since petitioner acquired a. well and storage tank that it
would have hadto construct in order to meet the supply and demand
on the existing system, and the ratepayers benefitted from the acquisi-
tion, existing customers received no benefit from the Peapack-Glad-
stone acquisition. Notwithstanding that the purchase of a small water
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company by a major water company is a policy that the Board favors,
petitioner has failed to substantiate the inclusion of the adjustment
as relates to the Peapack-Gladstone System because petitioner offered
no evidence as to why existing ratepayers should bear the cost as-
sociated with a purchase that may be in the public interest, but does
not particularly aid existing customers of the system. In addition, the
public should not pay the net amount of the acquisition adjustment
less accumulated amortization.

WORKING CAPITA L

Schedule 3 reflects petitioner’s position regarding a working capital
requirement of $6,512,017. Petitioner’s cash working capital calcu-
lation is predicated upon a lead-lag study showing 68.14 days lag for
revenues, 18.91 days for operation and maintenance expenses, 59.2
days for federal income taxes and 307.2 days for other taxes. Cash
working capital predicated upon the lead-lag study amounts to
$1,399,270 with a net lag of 9.59 days. Petitioner submits correspond-
ing adjusfments for the following:

Unamortized Taxes
Materials and Supplies
Prepayments
Minimum Bank Balances.
Deferred Charges

Rate Counsel and Board Staff agree with

$1,580,048
$1,247,682
$ 940,156
$. 509,334
$ 835,~27

petitioner’s proposal for
materials and supplies and minimum bank balances. However, they
recommend adjustments to unamortized taxes, prepayments, and de-
ferred charges.

WORKING CAPITAL ANDDEDUCTIONS

Cash Working Capital--Lead-Lag Study

Rate Counsel disagrees with petitioner’s calculation of cash working
capital. Rate Counsel’s calculation adjusts the lag for other taxes to
244.75 days. The adjustment was computed by including the prepaid
portion Of gross receipts and franchise taxes (GRFT) in the lag for
other taxes. As a.result, Rate Counsel’s lag in GRFT is shorter than
the lag pa~imentealeulated by petitioner, which was 307.20 days.
Board Staff agrees with Rate Counsel regarding in’clusion of the lag
for the prepaid portion of GRFT.~
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The Company asserts that the excise-special tax is never an expense,
but always remains as a prepayment on the books of the Company.
Since it is a permanent deposit with the State of New Jersey, it should
not be included in the lead-lag study. Accordingly, the Company has
made an appropriate adjustment to delete this portion of the excise-
special tax from the study. The Company’s calculation decreasing the
working capital requirements by $349,000 and adding $311,000 back
into prepayments, is reflected in-the Company’s exhibit..

I agree with Board Staff that the appropriate lag for other taxes
is 244.75 days. This treatment is consistent with the Board’~ treatment
of a s.imilar issue in Public Service Gas and Electric Co., BPU Dkt.
No. 837-620.

Rate Counsel also adjusted, the lag study for invested capital to
include a lag for interest of 80.5 days. Counsel advances the position
that since a lag in the collection of revenues to pay interest is in-
corporated into the study, it is consistent to include a lag in payment
of interest. Since the Company has included in its request, all .elements
of return on invested capital in the expenses, the Company should
take into account, the lag associated with the payment of the expense
itself.

The Company disagrees and asserts that it is appropriate not to
include the lag in interest, in ligtit of the Board’s decision in Public
Service Gas and Electric Company, BPU Dkt. No. 837-610 and Atlantic
City Electric Co., BPU Dkt. No. 822-116 (January 13, 1983).

The language of Judge Joseph Rosa, Jr., A.L.J. in the Public Service
Gas and Electric Co. case is most appropriate. Therein, he noted:

I find that the Company is correct in its assertion that the zero
payment l~g is appropriate for long and short term debt, preferred
stock, and common dividends. All of these payments come from
operating income which is the property of the investor, .be it a
common shareh61der or a debtholder. I agree with the Company
and Staff that the return is earned when service is provided. At that
point in time these funds become the property of the investor. The
investors are the ones who chose management, and theoretically -
management could make these payments to the’ debt and equity
holde~:s immediately upon their receipt by the ~ompany. Manage-
ment, however, has chosen to retain them /’or a certain period of
time, just as they can choose whether to reinvest these earnings, or
disburse them as dividends. This being so any advantage that may
be gained by paying the dividends or debt payments on a quarterly,
semiannual or annual basis, rather than on a weekly or daily basis,
as theoretically would be possible, should inure to the debt and
equity holders. Therefore, the appropriate procedure is to ascribe
a zero-payment lag to the return on invested capital.
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I agree with the analysis of Judge Rosa and note that the Board
adopted his initial decision in that regard. (Decided March 23, 1984.)
Accordingly, the appropriate lag for invested capital is zero days. The
resulting adjustment increases working capital by $1,091,000.

Rate Counsel also adjusts cash Working capital by $536,000 to
reflect accruals of vacation pay, which is not reflected in the study.
Counsel urges that the lag in time between recognition of vacation
pay and the disbursement of cash for vacation pay should be taken
into consideration. Board Staff agrees.

Petitioner notes that a lag in time exists, but asserts that the study
should only recognize the difference between the receipt of cash and
the payment of cash and not the difference between recognition of
liability to pay and actual payment.

I concur with Board Staff and Rate Counsel that vacation pay
accrual should be reflected in the study. Since the Company accrues
vacation pay, the only appropriate treatment is to deduct it from
working capital. This approach recognizes that the rate payers have
provided the vacation pay accrual before cash is actually disbursed.

In accordance with the recommendation of Board Staff, based on
the above adjustments, petitioner’s cash working capital requirement
should be .$.2,211,000.

Rate Counsel also seeks to adjust petitioner’s calculation which
includes unamortized taxes in working.capital. The Company includes
unamortized taxes as a result of a change from cash to accrual ac-
counting. No incremental outlay of cash was required. The Company
began accruing GRFT in 1968, for ratemaking purposes, before re-
cently changing to accrual accounting for book purposes. Since the
changes in GRFT for book purposes had no effect on ratemaking
treatment, it is inappropriate to include the effect of the book trans-
action in .working capital. In my view, it would therefore be improper
to consider the "drop year’" of GRFT in the absence of a cash outlay,
notwithstanding the contrary view expressed by petitioner. There has
been no cash investment associated with the .accounting change and
there has been no ratemaking consequence as a result of the account-
ing treatment change~

Rate Counsel and Board Staff propose adjustments to prepayments
associated with GRFT. Both parties urge that since the prepaid por-
tions of GRFT are considered in the lead-lag study, it is a duplicative
function to include a separate allowance for these items in prepay-
ments. Prepayment balance of.$940,I56 should be reduced by
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$718,000 associated with prepaid G RFT. The appropriate prepayment
balance is $222,156.

Petitioner also proposes to include deferred charges in the working
capital calculation. More specifically, petitioner proposes to include
rate base treatment for abandonments of the Somerville and Pot-
tersvitle filter plants. Customers will be paying for the unamortized
balance .of the.old plants and the new mains which are a replacement
for those plants. Since the situation presented is unlike abandonments
of plants never placed into service, the unamortized balances should
be included in the rate base, according to petitioner.

Rate Counsel and Board Staff agree that the prior ~ policy of the
Board with respect to water companies disallows these deferred
charges.

Petitioner’s position must be rejected since it fails to recognize that
inclusion of deferred charges in working capital .or as an addition to
rate base, results in ratepayers paying an amortization of these costs
in expenses and a return on unamortized balances included in rate
base.

Customer Advances for Construction and Contributions in
Aid of Construction

Petitioner proposes customer advances for construction and con-
tributions in aid of construction balances in the amounts of
$13,368,295 and $7,440,874 respectively, for the period ending June
30, t985, This projected balance is in agreement with petitione.r’s use
of a rate year concept for measuring rate base.

Consistent with their respective positions that rate base be calcu-
lated as of March 31, 1984, Rate Counsel and.Board Staff p.roposed
use of actual data. Both parties utilize balances of $11,856,000 (ad- ¯
vances) and $7,411,000 (contributions).

In line with my previousdiscussion to allow test year calculations
adjusted through September 30, I984 for foreseeable and measurable
changes and concurrent rate base treatment, I have allowed customer
advances for those major projects, which will be substantially complete-
before September 30, 1985. Accordingly, I have adopted the Com-
pany’s adjustment of $568,000 for advances on projects completed
before September 30, 1984. The remaining adjustment of $944,000
advocated by the Company is not allowed since the vast majority of
the expenditure is related to major construction not recognized in rate
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base in accordance with my previous discussions. Total customer
advances should be $12,424,000 ($11,836,000 plus $568,000).

Contributions in aid of construction is not affected by a rate year
analysis and is therefore $7,441,000.

Unamortized Investment Credit

Petitioner proposes an unamortized investment taxcredit of
$564,935. Petitioner advances the view that the unamortized invest-
ment credit balance is reduced by the amortization of the pre-1971
tax credit and is consistent with the treatment sanctioned in prior rate
cases. Rate Counsel and Board Staff do not question petitioner’s
methodology. However, their respective positions regarding test year
precludes recognition of the credit beyond March 31, 1984. Thus, Rate
Counsel and Board Staff utilize the March 31, 1984 amount of
$587,000.

In accordance with my decision to measure rate base as of Septem-
ber 30, 1984 (if certain conditions are met), I recommend utilization
of that balance in determining the appropriate credit. Therefore, I
have utilized $578,392 as the appropriate number: 587, 392, 920
(3/31/84 hal.) less amortization through September 30, 1984 of (1/2
x 17,966).

Deferred Taxes--A DR . and A CRS

Petitioner proposes the weighted average balance of deferred federal
income taxes, calculated as of June 30, 1985 be used. That amount
is $5,449,023. Consistent with their previous pogitions, Rate Counsel
and Board Staff utilize the average balance of $3,584,000. (March 31,
1984).

In accordance with my previous findings, I have chosen to reeognlze
one-quarter of petitioner’s $1,866,000. adjustment (through 6/30/85).
Accordingly,’ I have ealculated the balance at September 30, 1984 as
being ($1,399,500 plus $3,584,000), $4,983,500.

Other Deferred Taxes

Petitioner proposes to adjust additional deferred taxes in the
amount of $446,850 to reflect deferred taxes associated with .un-
amortized balances for tank painting and the Somerville and Pot-
tersville Filter Plant abandonment losses as of June 30, 1985, which
petitioner includes in .its working capital requirements as deferred
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charges. Consistent with my decision not to include deferred ch.arges
in working capital, I have disallowed the adjustment reflecting in-
clusion of associated deferred taxes.

Rate Counsel submits that an adjustment of $2,178,000 is ap-
propriate. Consistent with its position on deferred charges in working
caPital, Rate Counsel u~ges the inclusion of uriamortized tax balances
totaling $141,000 and additional deferrals for taxes related to the
Company’s inclusion of unbilled revenues for income tax purposes,
in the amount of $2,037,000. Rate Counsel asserts that petitioner is
not required t6 include unbilled revenues for income tax purposes and,
accordingly, recommends their exclusion from current taxes. The re-
suiting accumulated deferred taxes associated with unbilled revenues
should be.deducted from rate base. This combined treatment, posits
Rate Counsel, results in a proper matching.

I pause to note that Rate Counsel’s position must be rejected in
light of the fact the Internal Revenue Service rejected petitioner’s
attempt to change its accounting method to include unbilled revenues
for income tax purposes. A summary of my FINDINGS on rate base
andother items are included in the schedules attached to the decision.
In the event the mathematical computations are in error, the parties
may address them in exceptions to the Board.

OPERA TING REVENUES

Petitioner proposed operating revenues on June 20, 1985, in the
amount of $52,885,005. The Company proposed operating expenses
for the test year ending March 31, .1984 in the amount of $52,350,925.
Actual test year revenues for the period were. $53,281,000. The dif-
ference in the two figures represents the Company’s attempts to nor-
malize test year. revenue to reflect abnormal weather cortditions con-

~ sisting primarily of the drier than normal summer of I983. The Com-
pany’s testimony in this regard was presented b’y Mr. Edward Cash.
In his odginat testimony, Mr. Cash estimated the revenues for the
test year and the rate year for general metered service (GMS) based
upon the ¯actual amounts for the 12 months ending June 30, 1983."
H̄e. ~xcluded high consumption for the hot and drier summer under
the theory that this consumption was not normal.

Thereafter, Mr. Cash presented his rebuttal testimony. Therein, he
ianalyzed in greater detail the weather conditions of 1983, including

¯ the wet spring, dry summer, and other factors concernin.g all classes
¯ Of service in an attempt to normalize operating revenues for the
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period. With regard to the normalization of gene~ral metered service,
Mr. Cash noted they used a five-year period (1978-1982) to develop
the average increase in gallons used per bill between a winter period
(not affected by weather), and the spring and summer period. Predi-
cated upon this analysis, Mr. Cash concluded that the average increase
in gallons used per bill, was approximately 2,751 gallons. Using the
same methodology, Mr. Cash then calculated the increased usage.per
bill by comparing the usage patterns of 1983 four the same periods,
1978-82. This resulted in an increase of 4,824 gallons per bill..The
resulting increase of 2,073 gallons per bill (4,824 minus 2,751) rep-
resented the effect of the wet spring and dry summer of 1983 on actual
revenues. This factor resulted in an adjustment to actual test year
revenues of $808,674. Other classes of revenues were similarly nor-
malized, which resulted in a normalization or a reduction in revenues
of $t81,000. Actual test year revenues, as adjusted by the Company,
are $52,29t,326. Petitioner then calculated additional growth in rev-
enues for new customers for the rate year ending June 30, 1985, in
the amount of $534,000. The proposed operating revenue for the
period ending June 30, 1985, according to’the Company, was thus
$52,885,005.

Rate Counsel proposes operating revenues in the amount of
$53,512,000. Rate Counsel’s proposal includes the actual test year
revenues of $53,281,000 adjusted by $231,000 to reflect the customer
growth, which occurred for the t2 months included in the test year
ending March 31, 1984. Mr. Effron employed a similar methodology
utilized by the Company in eatculating customer growth for the 12
months included in the test year. Rate Counsel’s position regarding
proposed operating revenues is reflective of his view that test year
results should be representative of normal conditions unless positively
demonstrated otherwise by the Company. In Rate Counsel’s view, the
Company made. no quantification of the effects of the "drier than
normal summer" of 1983, and has not demonstrated that the test year
consumption was abnormally high. Petitioner’s proposal is .inconsis-
tent, according to Rate. Counsel, since it eliminates the effects of th~
drier than normal summer Of 1983, yet includes the effects of the
wetter than normal spring of 198L Petitioner’s use of the 12 months
ending June 30, 1983, reflects drought restrictions to a greater extent
than the use of the later test year period.

staftof the Board of Public Utilities concurred with the views
exp.ressed by Rate Cbunsel predicated upon several observations.
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First, Staff notes that although the summer of 1983 was a period of
infrequent rainfall in which accumulations fell below the normal level,
the summer of 1982, included in petitioner’s proposal, was similarly
below the norm. In fact, according to staff, rainfall during August
!983 exceeded that of August 1982 by approximately .39 inches. Staff
supports the view of Rate Counsel that the results of the drought
experienced in 1980 would have a greater effect on the position
proposed by the petitioner than the use of actual test year data. Staff
further agrees with Rate Counsel’s position that petitioner’s use of
the wet spring of 1983, while eliminating the summer of 1983, is
inconsistent and should be disregarded. For all of the foregoing
reasons, Staff concurred with Rate Counsel and proposed operating
revenues in the amount of $53,512,000.

I reviewed the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Cash with respect to his
calculation regarding the normalization of actual test year revenue for
the period ending March 3I, 1984. My review of his testimony con-
vinces me that in all probability, the five-year average as utilized by
Mr. Cash in his rebuttal testimony, is perhaps more reflective of the
typical amounts of revenue generated by the Company considering
the weather conditions which prevailed during the period. In addition,
that five-year average takes into account the wet spring of 1983 and
the calculation of the average increase in usage per bill which is
reflective of Mr. Cash’s total consideration of prevailing weather
conditions and his attempts to normalize the test year revenues. Ac-
cordingly, I FIND that his testimony is most reasonable and is sup-
ported by the preponderance of the credible evidence. It should be
noted, as pointed out by the Company in its brief, that Rate Counsel
has not calculated any adjustments for new customers beyond March
3I, 1984. Instead, Rate Counsel has adjusted test year revenues to
refle~:t the acquisition of the Kingston Water Company, notwithstand-
ing the Company’s stated position that the acquisition was not in-
cluded in the financial exhibits submitted in the course of this hearing.
Under ordinary circumstances it may be proper to include new cus-
tomers from the acquisition of the Kingston Water Company. How-
ev.er, without any .matching recognition of expense items associated
with the acquisition, the new customers and the revenue should not
be recognized. Rate Counsel’s second adjustment is apparently predi-
cated upon a newspaper article which appeared in the Star Ledger.
The rules of evldence concerning the admission of hearsay in adminis-
trative proceedings provides that hearsay is admissible. N.J.A.C.
1: I- 15.8(a). If the judge finds that the hearsay is otherwise unreliable,
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he may, nonetheless, reject it. Evid. R. 4. In my view, reliance upon
an unsupported news article for purposes of calculating a recognition
in revenue for approximately I50 customers is in.appropriate~ The
Company has advanced the view that these customers will not be
connected for a considerable period of time. For all of these reasons,
I reject the two adjustments to test year revenues as proposed by Rate
Counsel.

Rate Counsel properly points out, however, that, undoubtedly, the
Company will experience some growth in revenues during the period
that the new rates would be in effect. The only evidence in the record
to support any calculation of additional growth in revenues for new
customers as presented by the Company, is the figure of $534,000 for
the rate year ending June 30, 1985. Consistent with my previous
position regarding rate base, I refuse to recognize additional projected
growth through June 1985. However, for purposes of determining a
reasonable increase in revenues to be expected from new customers,
I have divided by two, the additional growth in revenues for new
customers as projected by the Company in order to reflect projected
growth for six months beyond March 31, 1984 to September 30, 1984.
Accordingly, I have added an adjustment of $267,000 to test year
revenues of $52,29I;326. Accordingly, the appropriate and most
reasonable operating revenue figure, for purposes of this case, is
$52,558,326.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES

Wage and Salary Expense

Consistent with its previous position regarding the use of a rate year
ending June 30, 1985, petitioner proposes wage and salary expenses
of $8;651,190. Petitioner’s proposal includes adjustments for a 6.5
percent increase in labor expenses effective February 1, 1984, and a
6.25 percent increase in labor expenses effective February 1, I985. The
hiring of additional employees beyond the test year of March 31, 1984,
is also part of the petitioner’s calculations in this regard. Petitioner’s
annualized wage and salary expense on March 31, 1984 is $8,111,237.
Petitioner’s labor expense as .of June 30, 1984, is predicated upon the
employment of 295 employees, Mr. Effron and Rate Counsel. have
made an adjustment of approximately $109,000, recognize, only 288
employees, the number of employees employed by the Company in
the test year March 31, 1984: This figure is consistent with Rate
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Counsel’s previous position regarding the u~ of a historical test year
for rate making purposes.

The Board Staff concurs with Rate Counsel and proposes a wage
and salary expense predicated upon 288 employees who were em-
ployed during March 31, 1984.

I reject Rate Counsel and the Board Staff’s computation of labor
expenses predicated upon 288 employees. It should be noted that Mr.
Cawtey testified regarding the need for additional employees predicat-.
ed upon the changing modes of operation within the Company and
the changing regulatory requirements placed upon water purveyors
throughout the State. Mr. Cawlcy described in detail the need for,
and the duti~ of, the additional employees to be employed by the
Company no later than June 30, 1984. Mr. Cawley also testified that
all new employees were in the process of being hired and would, in
fact, be hired by June 30, I9.84. This date is more than two months
prior to the effective, date that the rates requested in this proceeding
will go into effect. Rate Counsel and Board Staff’s approach to the
exclusion of the additional employees overlooks the testimony of Mr.
Cawley, which I" find to be credible and supportive of the Company’s
position regarding the need for additional employees. Rate Counsel
also asserts the position that the allowance of employee.salaries at
this particular point in time will result in ratepayers being charged
for employees that will be hired at some point in the future. To the
contrary, Mr. Cawley indicated that all new employees were expected
to be hired by June 30, 1984. That date has already passed and,
accordingly, I am directing the Company to supply the Board within
one week after the date of this initial decision with proof positive
regarding whether or not the employees have, in fact, been hired. In
the event the employees have not been hired, the wage and salary
adjustments effectuated by Rate Counsel should be made, and the
Company should, be credited for only 288 employees. I am satified
from my review of Mr. Cawley’s testimony that the Company is in
need of additional employees, and that these employees will, in all
likelihood, have been hired no later than June 30, 1984. Accordingly,
I reject the Public Advocate’s characterization that the ratepayers will
b~ paying for employees who will be employed at some unspecified
time in the future. Of course, as previously indicated, should the
Company not be able to substantiate the hiring of the employees
within, one week after the filing of this initial decision, then the expense
should be adjusted accordingly.
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Petitioner’s wage and salary expenses are also predicted upon recog-
nition of an employee raise effective Febru~iry 1, 1984, made between
the Company and the Utility Worker’s Union of America, AFL-CIO,
Local 423. The raises effective on the above date indfcate that the
employees employed by the union are to receive an increase of 6.5
percent effective February 1984, and a 6.25 percent raise effective
February 1, t985. The Compa0y advanced the view that the per-
centage increase in wages represents a reasonable wage settlement and
should be fully allowed in order to determine the proper labor expense
for this case. The Company asserts in its brief that "any situation such
as this, when a Company has an undisputed known and contractual
expense, there is no justification for disallowing the full amount of
that expense." The statement overlooks the Board’s jurisdictional
powers of deciding which expenses," whether they are contracted for
or not, are reasonable and in the public interest, in determining proper
recognition of expenses in rate cases. This tribunal, and certainly the
Board of Public Utilit.ies, does not regard itself as being bound by
contractual agr~ments entered into by the Company and its em-
ployees, unless those contractual agreements are shown to be other-
wise reasonable and in the public interest.

Rate Counsel has proposed wage and ~alary expenses of $7,743,000.
Other than using the actual level of employees employed by the
Company as of March 1984, Rate Counsel adjusts the wage increase
effective February 1, 1984, down to 5 percent due to Mr. Effron’s
understanding ttiat the Board in recent cases has limited wage in-
creases passed on to ratepayers to a 5 percent amount. The only
support supplied to Rate Counsel in this regard is the recently litigated
Public Service Electric & Gas case, In the Matter of the Petition of
Public Service Electric and Gas Co., OAL DKT. NO. PUC 4930-83
Feb. 14, 1984), adopted, Board of Public Utilities (March 23, 1984),
during which the Board allowed the Company to increase employee
salaries by 5 percent. Utilization of the Public Service Electric & Gas
case as an example fails to distinguish the fact that the Board allowed
a 5 percent wage increase in recognition of future wage levels, even
though there was no signed contract as of the date of the decision.
While it is Clear that the Public Service Electric& Gas decision must
be distinguished on the aforenoted basis, it is also clear that the
allowance of a 5 percent wage increase by the Board, may be said
to be reflective of the Board’s position regarding recognition of future
wage levels. The nonexistence of a contract is not dispositive for
purposes of determining the reasonableness of a wage increase.
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I have considered the respective positions of the parties with respect
to the. proposed inclusion of the full 6.5 percent wage increase effective

1984. I am of the view that good service and efficiency
should be rewarded within the rate structure. Rates should be suffi-
cient to encourage good management, and furnish a reward for effi-
ciency. N.J. Bell Tel. Co. v. Bd. Pub. Utility Com’rs., 12 N.J. 568
(1953). In my view, the best way to reward efficiency and, indeed,
to encourage the maintenance of outstandingservice to the public is
to recognize reasonable expenses offered by the Company. In this
regard, any company is only as good as the employees who work
under its tutelage, and provide actual service to the customers. Peti-
tioner, in its proofs, has documented extensively situations where the
Company has served the public interest by coming to the aid of the
municipal and investor owned water companies, and by.providing
outstanding services to its customers. In addition, as stated by the
Board in its decision dated October 12, 1979 (BPU Dkt. No. 796-533),
"Elizabethtown has been commended on many occasions for its ex-
traordinarily high standards of service, both in normal times and in
periods of Crisis?’ In approving that decision, the Board once again
took into account Elizabethtown Water Company’s record of superior
service. I, too, have taken into account Elizabethtown’s record of
superior service, as set forth in the documentation supplied by the
Company. Accordingly, I have viewed the Board’s approval of a 5
percent wage increase in the Public Service Electric & Gas case a~
a starting point for an examination of the reasonableness of employee
salaries. In addition, after considering the outstanding service
rendered by the Company, I am of the view, contrary to Rate Counsel
and Board Staff, that the 6.5 percent wage increase, effective February
1984, should be allowed as a reasonable expense incurred by the
Company. Not only is it. a reasonable expense, but the Company is
obliged to pay out the increase in wages, notwithstanding any rate
increase which may or may not be afforded by the Board of Public
Utilities. While the Public Service Electric & Gas decision is per-
suasive, it is not dispositive to the question of the reasonableness of
the employee salaries advanced by petitioner. For all of these reasons,
I FIND that the 6.5 percent increase effective February 1, 1984, is
reasonable. For similar reasons, I also FIND that the 6,25 percent
increase, effective February 1, 1985, is also reasonable. However, I
will not allow total recognition of the increase in the rate year, as
projected by petitioner. Instead, I have recognized one-half of the
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$540,000 petitioner seeks to include in rate year expense (2/1/85 to
6/30/85) to reflect two months of actual expenses rather than as
calculated by petitioner. The expense is a known and measurable
change, HaCkensack Water Co., 161 N.J. Super. 132 (App. Div. 1980).

Rate Counsel further adjusts the annualized wage/salary expense.
of $8,1 t 1,237 at March 31, 1984, to reflect an adjustment of $50,000
based upon Rate Counsel’s belief that the officers’ salaries, as being
paid by. the company, exceed an appropriate level. Rate Counsel’s
justification for the $50,000 adjustment is based exclusively on a
comparison of salaries of the 10 highest paid officers of Elizabethtown
to the salaries of the 10 highest paid officers of Hackensack Water
Co. Board Staff rejects Rate Counsel’s view in this regard.

The Company advances the view that a comparison of salaries
between the top officers of Elizabethtown and Hackensack is a mean-
ingless exercise of mental gymnastics. Noting that the annual gross
revenues of both companies exceed $50,000,000 a year, the Company
correctly notes that Mr. Effron revealed that he did no studies regard-
ing the duties of the officers or management of either of the two
companies for purposes of making the comparison. In addition, Mr.
Effron was not aware that the salaries of the_ management of
Hackensack Water Co. had been frozen for the period of time between
October 198I through January 1983 per directive of the Board. Ac-
cordingly, I agree with the Company that the comparative basis for
a $50,000 adjustment in salaries should be rejected. In addition, I
pause to note that, in my view, the total amount of moneys being
paid for each officer of the corporation is reasonable and is in the
public interest. As previously indicated, a utility service is only as good
as the officers and management of the company. The Board has not
been reluctant in ~he past to reward good management and efficient
service. Accordingly, I reject the $50,000 a year adjustment as prof-
fered by the Public Advocate.

Rate Counsel also makes a $17,000 adjustment to a particular
officer’s salary because Mr. Effron asserted that the officer’s duties
consisted mainly of lobbying. The job title of the officer in question
is "Assistant Vice President-Governmental Affairs." The testimony
at the hearing reflected that the officer’s duties involved, to a small
portion, lobbying. The majority of his time is spent monitoring and
informing the company of regulatory and legislative enactments and
servjng~as a liaison with the officials of the municipalities. All of these
duties Serve the public interest in ensudng consistently efficient man-
agement and complying with the recent directive from Commissioner
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Curran regarding the establishment of citizens’ advisory councils in
order to air any grievances the particular utilities ma.y have with the
public that it services.. I am satisfied after review of the testimony that
the primary duties of the assistant vice president in charge of gov-
ernmental affairs are not lobbying and that his duties as acting liaison
between the company and the various municipalities as well as the
citizens advisory council is reasonable and is in the public interest.
Accordingly, I have allowed the full salary of this particular officer
of the corporation.

In summation, I have accepted the revised company position of an
expense of $8,000,651.00 for wage and salary expenses, less $270,000
which I fail to recognize as extending too far into the future and,
indeed, over one year beyond the test year ending March 31, 1984.
Accordingly, I FIND that the most reasonable expense for wages and
salaries is $8,381,000.

PURCHASED WATER

The parties do not dispute petitioner’s expense for purchased water
in the amount of $4,054,0.00. I am satisfied that this expense is reason-
able a.nd in the public interest, and it has not been contested by the
parties.

POWER

Petitioner quantifies rate-year power expense in the amount of
$4,977,075. This represents an adjustment of $29,569 over last year’s
expense of $4,947,506. Petitioner’s proposal in this regard is consistent
with his rate-year proposal and his previous position regarding operat-
ing revenues.

Rate Counsel and Board Staff both agree that the test-year power
cost should be adjusted to reflect known and measurable changes
occurring after the test-year period. In order to adjust test-year ex-
penses, with a reasonable pro forma figure, Rate Counsel computes
a factor of power costs in relation to historic revenues of .09~150
percent. Rate Counsel then uses this expense to adjust the test-year
expense consistent with its position on operating revenues. The result-
ing adjusted power expense as proffered by Rate Counsel is
$5,157,000..

I reviewed the ~vidence submit.ted by petitioner with respect to the
justification-of the $29,569.00 increase over test-year expenses. In my
view, the position ofRate Counsel and Board Staff, which computes
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a factor of power costs in relation to revenues is more reasonable for
figuring the most likely pro forma increase in power costs predicated
upon available historic data. Accordingly, I have adopted rate coun-
sel’s use of~the .09450 percent increase as reflective of the factor which
is most appropriate to adjust test-year expenses. Consistent with my
findings regarding operating revenues, I have adjusted the power
expense by multiplying the factor times the operating revenues as
found above. Calculation of the end result is a pro forma power
expense of $4,966,760.

CHEMICALS

Petitioner proposes a pro forma chdmical expense using rate-year
theory in the amount $1,081,493. Petitioner’s pro forma includes an
adjustment of $6,421 to test-year expenses of 51,075,067 to reflect
projected usage consistent with their position on operating revenues
and consistent with their rate-year theory.

Rate Counsel and Board Staff performed an adjustment on test-
year expense by noting that the ratio of chemical expense to actual
revenues historically is a factor of.0205:1 and adjusts petitioner’s test-
year expense consistent with this position. Staff, in agreement with
Rate Counsel. regarding operating revenues, is of the opinion that Rate
Counsel’s proposed adjustment best exemplifies an appropriate level
of chemical expense. I agree that the use bf a chemical expense factor
is most appropriate for accurately reflecting known and foreseeable
changes occurring after the conclusion of the test year. Accordingly,
I adopt Rate Counsel’s methodology and use the Chemical Expense
Factor of .0205 for purposes of determining the appropriate adjust-
ment to test-year expenses. Calculation of the pro fotma adjustmeiat
results in a pro forma chemical expense of $1,077,446 ($52,558,326
x .0205).

TANK PAINTING

Petitioner proposes a tank painting expense of $52,573. This reflects
a $7,878 adjustment of the test year amount of $44,695. It appears
that petitioner’s inci’eases are due primarily to additional tank paint-
ing which will occur during 1985.

Rate Counsel and Board Staff agree that the projected increase in
the cost of tank painting reaches beyond the test year and is not a
known and measurable change which should be allowed as part of
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the rate case. Accordingly, Staff and Rate Counsel concur that the
tank painting expense should be $45,000.

After careful review of the testimony and exhibits submitted in the
ease, I agree with Staff and Rate Counsel that petitioner’s adjustment
for tank painting does not constitute a sufficiently known and measur-
able change to be allowed as part of the rate case. It also appears
that petitioner’s increase due to additional tank painting which will
occur in 1985 is more unspecified in nature than other items which
1 found to be known and measurable changes properly included in
calculation of expenses. Therefore, I concur with Staff and Rate
Counsel that the pro forma tank painting expense of $45,000.00 is
most reasonable.                                         ’

EMERGENCY DROUGHT PROJECTS

Petitioner proposes that the company be allowed to .recover monies
to be expende~ for emergency drought projects in the amount of
$135,009.00. This figure represents the company’s amendment to its
initial proposal once the actual charges for the emergency drought
project became available. This expense doubtlessly represents peti-
tioner’s portion of emergency water supply projects initiated by the
Department of Environmental Protection during the drought ex-
perience late in 1980. Six other purveyors of water services are respon-
sible for these costs. Petitioner’s portion of this payment is ap-
propriately 5.6 percent of $14,582,754, or $819,915 as principal. An
interest rate of 9.2 percent is to be charged to the unpaid balance for
a term of ten years. Payments are to be made quarterly but the first
payment is due once all seven surveyers have rates in effect to recover
these costs. The first payment must be made no later than January
!7, 1985.

Rate Counsel proposes disallowance of this expense predicated
upon its belief that since payments would not commence until early
1985,. the time frame is too attenuatedinto the test year to allow
recovery as an expense item. Staff disagrees.

Upon review of the appropriate regulation and the testimony pres-
¯ ented in" the case, I agree with the Company’~ position that the
$135,000 expense associated with the projects constitutes a known and
measurable expense that the Company will be faced with "no later
than January 17, 1985." In my view, this is a known and measurable
change which should be properly recognized as an expense item since
a payment would clearly have to be made no later than January 17,
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1985, within one year after the end of the test year. Accordingly, I
agree With Staff and petitioner that the expense item is appropriate
and the expense should be allowed as part of the rate case. However,
I also agree with Staff’s view that given the uncertainty of the fiist
date of the payment and the fact that the Board has no control over
rates charged by three of the purveyors which affect the payment,
minimal constraints should be placed upon the Company to insure
that revenues collected for this purpose are set aside. Accordingly,
I recommend that the Board order petitioner to place these funds into
an escrow account until such time asthe first payment is actually made
by the company. Once the payment is made, petit.i0ner should be
entitled to abolish the escrow and proceed with payments as sched-
Ulexi.

COMMERCIAL EXPENSE

Annualized test-year commercial expense as proffered by the com-
pany was $448,364. Pro forma, petitibner proposes a commercial
expense of $449,936. The $1,572 above the annualized test-year
amount represents petitioner’s pro forma adjustment.

Rate Counsel reduces one element of petitioner’s test-year expense,
i.e., the base computer, by $10,000.~ Rate Counsel’s adjustment in this
regard is a result of recalculation of the expense based upon the
contracted monthly costs effective October 1, 1984, as opposed to the
average monthly rate for 48 months which is proposed by the com-
pany. Accordingly, Rate Counsel recommends pro forma commercial
expense of $438,000.

Board Staff rejects Rate Counsel’s proposals and recommends that
a figure of $448,000 be utilized in computing commercial expense pro
forma. Staff’s position in this regard is predicated upon observation
that the increase occurring after the test year is not attributed to one
particular change. In particuIar, the Company has amortized $9,000
in the test year as the final year amortization of prepaid computer
costs. Petitioner proposes to amortize $9,228 in the rate year rep-
resenting the cost for conversion and impIe.mentation of an on-line
accounting system program. This amortization will occur over a
period of 39 months. Staff adjusts to reflect amortization one year
after the end of the test year and recommends that the normalization
of thenine months’ amortization be allowed. Accordingly, Staffcalcu-
lares the accounting system expense at $6,923 ($769 x 9 months),
¯ After careful reflection and analysis of the exhibit supplied by the
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Company, I agree with Staff that amortization extended by the Com-
pany is extended too far into the future. It is appropriate to adjust
the exl~nse item out one year after the end of the test year and
normalize the nine months’ amortization. Accordingly, I concur with
the Board Staff that the accounting system expense is properly $6,923.
In addition, the remaining increase proposed by the petitioner is for
communications equipment rentals estimated to become effective
April 1, 1985. This estimate occurs substantially after the test year
and accordingly I reject it for being projected too far into the future
to constitute a known and measurable change occurring within a
reasonable period of time.

It is noteworthy that Rate Counsel’s $10,000 adjustment to the base
computer contract expense must be rejected. The rationale advanced
by Mr. Effron was that the reduction in the expense should be based
on the increasing term payments for the years 1983 to 1987.The
evidence at the heating indicated that the computer company based
its calculations of the cost of the annual contract .on average increase
over a four-year period of time. I agree with the Company that if
they elected to pay increasing terms each year then the total amount
payable over the fgur-year contract would be much higher. Moreover,
the average amounts payable for the base computer more accurately
reflect the leveling of the expense and displays a more realistic cost
of the expense over which period the contract will be in effect. Accord-
ingly, I FIND that Staff’s recommendation regarding the use of the
test year figur~ of $448,000 is most reasonable considering the above
observations and the amortization of the on-line accounting system
program and rejection Of the estimated increase for equipment rental
effective April 1, 1985.~

Test Year Telephone Expenses

According to petitione~’, test-year telephone expenses were $257,333.
Petiti6ner adjusts telephone expenses pro forma by an amount of
$40,047 in an attempt to reflect increases in telephone rates of 7.5
percent to occur in April 1984 and 1985. Rate Counsel recommends
the use of the test-year telephone expense amount although Mr. Effror~
recognizes that the telecommunications rate cases wer~ pending before
the Board at the time of the hearing and conceded that it would be
appropriate to adjust the expense item accordingly if the updated
tariffs~ were on file at the Board by the time the Board of Public
Utilities renders a decision in this case..However, until the updated
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tariffs are filed and approved by the Board, Rate Counsel took the
position that the projected adjustments should not be allowed.

Staff advanced the view that petitioner’s proposal to include specu-
lative telephone increases for April 1985 was inappropriate and should
not be allowed. I agree with Staff that the projected increase of 7.5
percent for April !985 is projected too far into the future from the
close ~f the test yea.r to result in a known and measurable change
which should be properly recognized in the rate case.

With respect to the remaining estimate of increases projected by
the Company, it is noteworthy that on May 23, 1984, the Board of
Public Utilities rendered a decision on the pending tele-
communications rate increases for revenue requirements only. In its
decision, according to Board Staff, the Board granted New Jersey an
overall increase of 3.6 percent and granted AT&T an overall increase
of 7.5 percent. To date, I do not believe that. tariffs have been ap-
proved by the Board. It may render a decision in the matter prior
to final decision in this case.

Staff’s position regarding the uncertainty of the rates which will be
specifi~cally charged to petitioner, most reasonably proposes an aver-
age of 4.7 percent be applied to petitioner’s test year figure in arriving
at an appropriate level of telephone expenses pro forma. Once these
actual rates become known the adjustment should be made to the
actual increase to reflect the increases granted to the telephone com-
panies. Predicated upon application of the average increase of 4.7
percent to petitioner’s test year figure, I concur with Board Staff that
the resulting pro forma telephone expense item of $269,000 is most
reasonable and should be adopted for purposes of this rate proceed-
ing. In addition, I note that once the final increases become known
then those increases should be applied to test-year expenses .in order
to more accurately reflect the new rates which petitioner will have
to pay for telephone services provided.

Uncollectibles

Petitioner proposes test-year uncollectible expense at $156,208. This"
figure represents the actual expense at the conclusion of the test year
annualized to include the effect of one-quarter of the 6.9 percent rate
increase effective January 1, 1983. Petitioner’s rate-year expense of
$183,554 is due to the estimated rate increase of this proceeding. Board
Staff agreed with petitioner’s adiustment to reflect the effect of the
one quarter of the 6.9 percent rate increase effective January 1, 1983,
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but rejected petitioner’s adjustment for rate, year expense of $183,544
predicated upon the estimated rate increase of this proceeding. Rate
Counsel did not take issue with .petitioner’s quantification. However,
in accordance with its previous position regarding test year expenses,
it adopted petitioner’s .test year amount" of $156,000.

After reviewing the evidence and testimony submitted by the Com-
pany, I am in. agreement with Staff that the inclusion of one-quarter
of the Company’s prior increase is proper and indeed necessary in
order to give an actual annual effect to the increase. However, I do
not agree with petitioner’~ inclusion of the rate-year .expense of
$183,544 predicated upon the estimated rate increase of this proceed-
ing. In my view, the final action of the Board on this matter is too
uncertain, to speculate regarding the estimated rate increase. It is
noteworthy that the petitions of the parties run the gambit from a
roll back in rates as advocated by the Public Advocate, to an increase
of over $8,000,000 as advocated by petitioner. Under these circum-
stances and given the Board’s final decision making power and its
ability to reject, modify, or affirm the recommendations of the admin-
istrative law judge, the.rate-year expense item is too uncertain to be
properly classified as a known and measurable change which should
be accounted for within the instant rate structure. Accordingly, I
FIND. that the use of petitioner’s annualized test year amount
$156,208 is reasonable.

Overhead Capitalization

Petitioner proposes to reduce total operating and maintenance ex-
penses in the amount of $t,019,200. This reduction relates to capi-
talized wages and benefits and administrative expenses charged to
petitioner’s subsidiary, Mount Holly Water Company. Rate Counsel,
in accordance with its previous-position regarding test-year salary and
wages, proposes an adjustment of $68,000 and a reduction of oper-
ation and maintenance expenses related to overhead capitalization in
the amount of $1,008,000. Staff, consistent with its recommendation
on test year and salaries, proposes a reduction to total operation and.
maintenance expensesreferring to overhead caPitalization in the
amount of $1,014,000.

Analysis of the position of the parties indicates that apparently there
is no disagreement among the parties regarding the methodology
employed by petitioner in arriving at the reduction in total operation
a.nd maintenance expenses, The parties are at disagreement only as
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it relates to their respective petitions regarding test-year salaries and
wages. In accordance with my previous findings on test-year salaries
and wages, I agree with the Company that the proper reduction of
the total operation and maintenance expenses is $1,019,200. This
amount is consistent with my previous findings regarding expenses
associated with wages and salaries and the test year.

Outside Services

Petitioner proposes $265,500 for outside services as of June 30,
1985. This figure is $8,400 less than petitioner’s test-year figure of
$273,900. Petitioner bases these amounts upon current fees plus in-
creases supplie~, by each consultant.

Rate Counsel proposes two adjustments to petitioner’s test year
amount relating to disallowances for public affairs counsel and
financial consultants. The disallowance for public affairs, counsel
($26,000) is based upon the public advocate’s review indicating that
this expense, is for lobbying. Once again, Rate Counsel advances the
view that lobbying is not a necessary exp..ense for provision of public
utiIities services and is an associated expense which should not be
included in the determination of rate requirements. In defense, the
Company pointed out several instances, to support their position that
lobbying serves to benefit both the Company and the ratepayer. Staff,
in connection with their recommendations on lobbying discussed
earlier, emphasized that the examples given by the Company support
recovery of these expenses and the expenses are otherwise reasonable
and nonexcessive. I agree. The Company presented testimony in the
record sufficient to establish its burden of proof of proving that the
lobbying activities engaged in by the public affairs Counsel benefit
both the Company and ratepayers. Accordingly, I FIND that the
inclusion of these lobbying expenses is not unreasonabl~ and should
be allowed in this particular case.

In addition, Rate Counsel proposes disallowance of consulting fees
totalling $15,000 to reflect the fees associated with the 1983 common
stock issuance by the Company. As noted by Board.Staff, the Corn-.
pany has in fact reMuced this expense by $15,000 in its pro forma
adjustments. The test year expenses should be reduced accordingly.
-Therefore, the most reasonable pro forma expense determination for
outside services is $258,900 ($273,900-$15,000).
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Capitalized Employee Benefits and Pension

The respective positions of the parties with respect to employee
pensions and benefits corresponded with their respective theories re-
garding salaries, wages and number of employees. Accordingly, peti-
tioner proposes an employee pension and benefit expense of
$1,784,384. This proposal is consistent with the Company’s positibn
regarding the use of a June 30, 1985 rate year and the request for
salary increases previously described. Rate Counsel, consistent with
its previously discussed position, proposes an adjustment of $124,347,
with a resulting employee pension and benefit expense of $1,660,000.
Staff adjusted test-year figures to reflect $98,095 in accordance with
its previous position.

Based upon my independent findings regarding number of em-
ployees, salaries and wages, and my treatment to normalize the first
two months of the 1985 salary expense, I have calculated an-adjust-
ment of $24,000 in order to reflect the two months of employee
pension and benefits associated with the February 1, t985 wage in-
creases. The Company, in its proposed rate-year adjustments, postu-
lated an increase of $48,000 for the four months reflected from Febru-
ary 1 through June 30, 1985.

Regulatory Commission Expense

Petitioner proposes a regulatory expense pro forma in the amount
of $230,555. Petitioner’s proposal in this regard includes a one-year
amortization of the rate case expenses totalling $140,055 and a pro-
jected BPU assessment for the rate year in the amount of $90,500.

Rate Counsel advances the view that petitioner’s assessment figure
for the test year in the amount of $77,000 is most appropriate. The
differencebetween that figure and the $90,500 projected for~ the rate
year is projected too far into the future to be recognized in this
proceeding. Rate Counsel’s proposal of a regulatory commission ex-
pense of $172,000 reflects a sharing of rate-case expenses other than
the public advocate’s fee. The Staff agrees wiih Rate Counsel that
a sharing of rate-case expenses in this matter is most appropriate.

In support of its position, the Company advances-the view that the
sharing of regulatory expenses is inconsistent with the recent enumer-
ation by the Board of Public Utilities on this issue.

In the Board’s approval of In the Matter of the Application of West
Keansburg Water Co., OAL DKT. NO. PUC 7175-83 (Feb. 29, 1984),
adopted, Board of Public Utilities (April 12, 1984), the Board noted:
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In the recent past in proceedings involving the State’s major utility
companies the Board has shared rate case expenses, excluding Rate
Counsel fees, equally between the shareholders and the ratepayers.
While we will continue to consider this issue on a case by case basis,
we are ofthe opinion that the sharing of rate case expense by a
company of the size of petitioner [West Keansburg Water Company]
is inappropriate. It is our belief that the sharing of the rate ease
expenses would have a greater negative effect on the companies such
as petitioner [West Keansburg Water Company] as opposed to
major utilities, This is so because rate case expenses make up a
substantially higher percentage of operating expenses for such com-
panies and the resultant reduction in the earn .rate of return would
be greater.

After citing the aforenoted language, petitioner urges that Eliza-
bethtown Water Company should not be considered as a major utility
company when compared to electric and gas utilities in the State of
New Jersey. Petitioner’s view in this regard overlooks the fact that
Elizabethtown Water Company is one of the largest providers of water
services in the State of New Jersey with annual gross income in excess
of $50,000,000. I disagree with the Company that Elizabethtown
Water Company is not a major utility company for purposes of
deciding whether rate-case expenses should or should not be shared
between the ratepayers and the shareholders of the company.

Utilizing the theory advanced by the Board of Public Utilities in
the above cited case, I FIND that. Elizabethtown Water Company is
a major utility company for purposes of deciding the sharing of rate-
case expenses. It would be most appropriate in this instance to allow
for the sharing of the rate-case expenses since a substantially lower
percentage of operatirig expenses is reflected in rate case expenses in
a company, the size of Elizabethtown when compared to smaller
companies such as the WestKeansburg Water Company. For all of
these reasons, I reject petitioner’s pro forma regulatory commission
expense and reduce it by $45,250 to reflect a sharing of rate-case
expenses between the company’s shareholders and the consumers,

Rental Expense

Pro forma rental expenses are $215,682. This expense represents an
adjustment of $11,907 over annualized test-year expenses of $203,775.
Petitioner’s proposal includes various increases associated with main-
tenance costs at its corporate headquarters at One Elizabethtown
Plaza, parking lot rentals, storage space rentals and the Fanwood
Engineering and Planning Office. Rate Counsel refuses to give recog-
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nition to any of theseadjustments since they .occur after the end of
the March 31, 1984 test year. Accordingly, Rate Counsel recommends.
use of the test-year expense for purposes of determining the ap-
propriate pro forma rental expense.

Board Staff takes the position that the purported proposed increases
for parking lot rentals and maintenance expenses at One Eliza-
bethtown Plaza, effective January l, 1985 are known and measurable
changes and should be recognized. The court is in agreement that it
is proper to recognize these items since they clearly are known and
measurable changes which will occur within one year following the
close of the test year. However, the court agrees with Board Staff that
the adjustments supplied by petitioner must be normalized in order
to" compute an appropriate level of rental expenses and accordingly,
a total rental expense of $208,000 is appropriate for purposes of this
proceeding.

General Cost Increases

Petitioner proposes general cost increases related to operation and
maintenance expenses not specifically classified in the amount of
$3,300,411. Petitioner’s proposal in this regard includes adjustments
to the actual test-year figure of $3,229,814. Negative adjustments to
these amounts for nonrecurring items such as drought expense
amortization, meter inventory and water diversion application fees
were proposed by petitioner and uncontested by the parties. Petitioner
further adjusted the general cost increases by an amount of four
percent for an inflationary factor through June 30, 1985 to arrive at
its proposal of $3,300,411.

She noted that in the past three years operation and maintenance
expenses have increased 9.78 percent (1980 to 1981 ); 6.63 percent ( 1981
to 1982), and 8.5 percent (1983 to March 31, 1984). Ms. Brady in-
dicated that these changes result not only from increases in the con-
sumer price index, but also from growth in territory, increased tech-
nology and utilization of more utility plant. Ms. Brady went on to
indicate that "since inflation in general has eased," the Company has
used a factor of four percent rather than its past experience. Aside
from the fact that the Board of Public Utilities has .consistently refused
to. recognize increases associated with general inflationary factors, I
find that petitioner has not borne its burden of proof justifying the
inclusion of a four percent inflation factor. Ms. Brady, while it may
be said that she is an expert in the area of utility.accounting, .did not
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satisfy the court in her testimony regarding a factual basis for the
determination of a four percent inflationary increase. Accordingly, for
all of these reasons, I reject use of the four percent inflation factor
and have disallowed it in the calculation of the expense, The ap-
propriate amount is $3,131,000.

Board Staff calculates pro forma general cost increase exp~nse at
$3,135,000. Staff has utilized petitioner’s test-year expense adjusted
for nonrecurring items. However, consistent with prior Board policy
which does not recognize recovery of inflation related adjustments,
Board Staff refuses to recognize the four percent inflation factor built
into the expense item by petitioner.

Charitable Contributions

It is noteworthy that Rate Counsel has advanced the view that
charitable eontrib.utions should not be borne by ratepayers. Indeed,
I concur with Rate Counsel that charitable contributions and the
expense thereof should be borne by the shareholders whose manage-
ment determines what charities receive the .contributions and what
amount of the Contributions are to be received by each charity. In
my view, charitable contributions are not related to the providing of
safe and adequate service and are not a reasonable expense item which"
should be included in a rate case. Similarly, I do not agree with the
Company’s assertion that the services provided by most charities are
essential for the well-being of many of.their customers and that it
would be extremdy detrimental to many if the services were reduced.

While in my view charitable contributions should not be borne by
the rate payers, I am not at liberty to overlook a recent Board decision
in the Public Service Electrie and Gas Company ease, in which the
Board allowed 75 percent of the charitable contributions to be passed
on to ratepayers. Since under the Supreme Court decision in In the
Matter of the Appeal of Certain Sections of the Uniform Administrative
Procedural Rules, 90 N.J. 85 (1982), to the effect that agencies make
rules, not only by promulgating rules, bat by making decisions with
respect to the individual cases which come before the agencies, I am
proposing that only 75 percent of the chaff.table contributions be
allowed in this case. See also, Bally Mfg. Corp. v. N.J. Casino Central
Comm’n., 86 N.J. 325, 335-341 (1981), (Hander, J., concurring). Based

on the foregoing, I FIND that an adjustment of $11,000 must be made
to the $43,000 in Charitable contributions advanced by the Company
as an expense item.
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Real Estate and Other Taxes

P~titioner proposes real estate and other taxes of $1,411,816 which
represents a $95,720 adjustment to the test-year expense of $1,316,091.
Petitioner’s proposal is consistent with its concept of rate year ending
June 30, 1985, and includes a one-year amortization of revenue taxes
associated with the "drop year" previously discussed in the working
capital section of this decision.

Rate Counsel, consistent with its position regarding test-, year,
proposes a real estate and other taxes expense of $1,115,000. Rate
Counsel proposes adjustment of $50,000 to payroll taxes concurrent
with its recommendation of salaries. Counsel further proposes dis-
allowance of the one-year amortization of revenue taxes. Rate Coun-
sel’s adjustments are to petitioner’s annualized test-year expense.

Staff, in agreement with Rate Counsel in regard to test year,
proposes a real estate and other taxes expense of $1,121,000. Staff
proposes an adjustment to payroll taxes Consistent with its position
on salaries and wages,, in the amount of $71,264 be made. In ac-
cordance with its recommendation in regard to the "drop year" rev-
enue taxes, Staff further recommends an adjustment of $175,561 be
made to petitioner’s proposal. Staff believes recognition should not
be given to petitioner’s estimated 1985 increase for real estate taxes
and sales tax in the amounts of $37,259 and $6,578 respectively, and
therefore recommends disallowance of these adjustments.

I agre~ with Staff that the appropriate entry is $1,121,000. However,
since I am unable to calculate the payroll taxes consistent with my
finding on salary, the expense item should be adjusted by the parties
to reflect consistent treatment. In the interim, I have utilized Staff’s
recommendation. Consistent with my previous ruling, the "drop-
year" should be adjusted out.

Federal Income Taxes

PetitiQner computes Federal income taxes of $5,278,557 for the test
year ending March 3I, 1984. Petitioner further adjusts this amount
by $2,993,386 in computing its Federal income taxes expense at June
30, 1985 of $8,2!1,943.

Rate Counsel proposes several adjustments to petitioner’s computa-
tion of this expense. Counsel computes interest expense by using the
interest synchronization approach. This approach, which Rate Coun-
sel points out has been consistently used by the Board, consists of
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multiplying rate base by the weighted cost of debt included in the
capital structure in arriving at an appropriate expense.

Rate Counsel also proposes adjustments to petitioner’s calculation
of excess tax over book depreciation. Rate Counsel proposes to adjust
this amount for inclusion of customer advances in developing a de-
preciable base of utility plant. Rate Counsel maintains that petitioner
is not required by the tax codes to deduct these advances in the
determination of a depreciable base.

Rate Counsel flows through tax benefits associated with current and
prior capitalized pensions and benefits. Rate Counsel believes the
balance of prior capitalized pensions and benefits should be amortized
over a three-year period. Counsel advances the opinion that peti-
tioner’s Federal income tax expense should reflect these adjustments
in order to give ratepayers the benefit of all tax deductions available
to the Company.

Staff concurs with Rate Counsel and proposes interes~ expense be
computed by the interestsynchronization method. Staff multiplies its
rate base of $120,409,000 by the weighted cost of debt, 4.0 percent
in arriving at an interest expense of $4,817,000.

This method serves to give a more realistic picture of current interest
costs associated with the investment in rate base and therefore Staff
recommends its use in arriving at the expense.

In regard to the inclusion of customer advances in computing excess
tax over book depreciation, Staff believes the petitioner has presented
sufficient evidence to support the calculation. Petitioner argues against
such inclusion by citing several court cases which support its position.
I agree that petitioner’s calculation is appropriate and thereforerec-
ommend their position as of March 31, 1984 in the amount of
$377,750.

Staff concludes that it is appropriate to flow-through the tax ben-
efits associated with capitalize.d pensions and overheads. They do not
believe, as petitioner maintains, that the timing difference must be
normalized. The Board has approved, in the recent Public Service
Electric and Gas Company proceeding, that these timing differences
should be flowed through currently.

Staff calculates current capitalized pensions~and benefits in ac-
cordance with its respective recommendations on the components as
set forth in Mr. Effron’s Schedule to be $230,000.

In light of Petitioner’s statements regarding I.R.S. standards on
recovery periods, Staff recommends a ten-year amortization period
as opposed to Rate Counsel’s use of three years. Staff’s adjustment
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to reflect the flow-through of prior capitalized pensions and benefits
is therefore $64,000.

Based on the foregoing, Staff proposes a Federal income tax ex-
pense at pro fo, rma present rates of $5,784,000.

I have recalculated Federal tax in accordance with my previous
rulings. I concur, on the basis of the Public Service case, that the flow-
through is appropriate. Capitalized pensions and benefits should be
$230,000 in, accordance with Effron’s schedule, provided, it is not
inconsistent with payroll tax and wage expenses cited before. See my
Schedule IV.

Accumulated Depreciation and Depreciation

In an attempt to be consistent with allowing known and foreseeable
changes in rate base through September 30, 1984, I have also allowed
accumulated depreciation for the period March 1984 through Septem-
ber 1984. Depreciation on contributed property has been allowed. I
have recognized one-half of test year accumulated depreciation in the
amount of $1,470,122 ($2,940,245 divided by 2) and one-half of retire-
ments covering the same period in the amount of $194,434 ($388,867
divided by 2). In my view, this treatment conservatively estimates
accumulated depreciatio.n. In the event this treatment and pro forma
depreciation expense do not perfectly match and by allowing pro
f0rma depreciation, I am giving the petit!oner a. slight edge, I, nonethe-
less, feel that it is appropriate.

In addition, I agree with Rate Counsel and Board Staff that an-
nualization of test-year depreciation is appropriate since the money
has not been recovered from ratepayers as of Nfarch 31, 1984. Consis-
tent with disallowing the Peapack acquisition adjustment of $12,000,
the resulting calculation is $38,732,000 plus $1,470,122 and $194,434
or $40,396,556, accumulated depreciation. Adding accumulated de-
preciation on contributed property of $70,000 (as noted in petitioner’s
bdef), the resulting computation, is $40,466,556.

In accord with my earlier observations, I am adjusting Rate Coun-
sel’s figure of $2,875,000 to reflect inclusion of one-half rate-year
depreciation (3/31/84 to 9/30/84) in the amount of $158,000. In
addition;, an adjustment must bemade to include, depreciation on
contributed property ($70,000). Board policy allows inclusion of this
item. Atlantic City Sewerage Company, 43 PUR 3rd 458 (1962) and
Bayshore Sewerage Company, 96 PUR 3rd 504 (1972).
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COST OF CAPITAL

One of the most critical issues raised in this proceeding concerns
the determination of an appropriate rate of return. The Company
asserts that a 15.5 percent rate of return on common equity and an
1 t.53 percent overall rate of return are "reasonable, conservative rates
of return supported by credible evidence in the record" and according-
ly, should be adopted as the rates of return in this proceeding. The
Public Advocate takes issue with the Company’s position and urges
that a 13.4 percent return on common equity and a 10.60 percent
overall rate of return are appropriate. Board Staff, after an extended
analysis of the proper utilization of the DCF model, concludes that
a 14.1 percent rate of return on common equity and a 10.88 percent
overall rate of return, constitute the most reasonable rates of return
for purposes of this proceeding.

Prior to setting forth the substantive positions of the parties on the
issue, several observations must perforce be noted. First, we begin
with the basic legal axiom that "the rate which a public utility may
reasonably charge should be sufficient to encourage good manag¢-
..ment and furnish a r~ward for efficiency, to enable the utility, under
efficient and economical operation, to maintain and support its credit;
and to enable it to raise money necessary for the proper discharge
of its public duties." Bluefield Waterworks and Improvement Co. v.
West Virginia Public Service Commiss.ion, 262 U.S. 679, (1923); Peti-
tion of Pubtic Service Coordinated Tra~port, 5 N.J. 196, (1950); New
Jersey Bell Telephone, 12 N.J. 568, (1953).

The above language has been quoted in numerous cases. Its appli-
cation however, while not a mystery, is never an easy task. For
example, expcr~ have utilized numerous methods in attempts to calcu-
late the appropriate rate of return for any given company at any given
time. The .models employed may be manipulated to arrive at almost
a.ny rate of return. This is not a reflection of a desire to manipulate.
Rather, it is a reflection of the myriad of factors which must be
considered in arriving at a just result. In the Matter of the Petition
of Jersey Central Power and Light Co., 85 N.J. 520, 531 (1981).

In my view, the most crucial element of the task is arriving at a
rate of return which is in the zone betw~n the lowest rate not con-

. ,fiscatory and the highest rate which is fair to the ratepayers who must
ultimately beafithe burden of providing funds necessary to give the
company, an opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return. Id.

Secondly, it does not appearthat the Company is currently
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periencing seriou~ difficulty in attracting capital as evidenced by the
recent upgrade in its bond rating to AA, and the sale of a large of�ering
of common stock at a premium above book value, The problem facing
the Compapy is maintaining its financial integrity and its ability to
actually earn ~he allowed rate of return. In the last two years, the
Company has been successful in these endeavors.

Third, the petitioner makes refeience; several times, to its outstand-
ing service" to the State and the community. Indeed, there is no doubt
that this is an outstanding public utility~ The Board has, on many.
occassions, singled out Elizabethtown .Water Company for its
outstanding public service. My review of the exhibits supplied by the
Company in this regard leads me to the same inescapable conclusion.
However, the Company’s outstanding service record does not, in my
view, entitle it or any other public utility to a premium on. its rate
of return. Rates, not rates of return, should be sufficient to encourage
good management and furnish a reward for efficien.cy. I disagree with
the position advanced by the Company that "[if] efficient management
is not rewarded by an allowance in rate of return, then there is no
incentive for this utility or any other utility to strive to be the finest."
It must be remembered that utilities are in business to serve the public.
Rewards for good management are reflected in profits, salaries and
fringe benefits. Arguably, good management capitalizes on available
resources in order to maximize gain. The ratepayer, of course, bears
the financial burden of meeting these expenses. The shareholder is
entitled to a "fair" return on his investment, not a premium on his
stock interests. As long as the Company is in a position to maintain
its financial position through sustained reasonable growth, the
interests of the shareholder have been satisfied. To attach a premium
to rates of return serves to overlook the delicate balancing of interests
of the investor and the corisumer. See, Jersey Central Power and Light
Co., supra, wherein the court reiterates Board policy of balancing these
interestS.

°I~ ~a~ldition, rturn~rous unanswered inquiries suffac~ whenever there
is an attempt to reward "efficient". management by an "allowance in
.rate of return.". To determine an appropriate allowance in rate of
return for efficient management, is perhaps even more difficult than
determining a fair rate of return. First, there is no quantitative analysis
available to determine at what point a utility becomes outstanding
~¢nough to be entitled to a premium or allowance for good manage-
ment. Second, there are no s~andards of measure available to de-
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termine what is an appropriate allowance, Indeed, the Company con-
cedes that "it may be difficult to quantify, [but] there should be some
attempt at doing so." Third, the definition of "efficient management"
is elusive. For example, it can hardly be said, in light of the Company’s
Outstanding service record, that in the years it did not achieve its
allowed rate of return that its management was somehow less efficient
than it is now. Efficiency cannot be measured by whether the Com-
pany has been able to achieve its rate of. return since realization of
an.allowed rate of return is subject to many forces outside manage-
ment control including: market conditions, interest rates, general
economic conditions, rainfall, drought and the regulatory process
itself.

That is not to say, and indeed is not intended to say, 0/at good
management and investor interests are not proper elements to be
considered in arriving at a fair rate of return. However, an allowance
or premium in the rate of return, above a reasonable and fair rate ¯
of return-should not be allowed. I have attempted to reconcile.the
interest of the investor in receiving a fair rate of return on investment
with the interestof the Company in maintaining its financial integrity
and the interest of the consumer in paying reasonable rates for utility
services provided, at arriving at what is in my judgment, a fair and
reasonable rate of return.

The respective positions of the parties, reflected numerically, are
set forth below:

Petitioner

Amount proportion Cos____._LtCos.......~t

Long-term debt $ 57,000 46.89 7.51 3.52
Short-term debt 6;000 4.94 10.00 .49
Preferred stock 10,055 8.27 15.12 1.25
Common Equity 48,512 39.90 15.50 6.18

TOTAL $121,567 100% 11.44
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Advocate

Weighted
Ty Amount Proportion Cos......3.t Cos......~t

Long-term debt $ 58,1t5 47.74 7,53 3.59
Short-term debt 5,000 4. t0 I0.00 0.41
Preferred stock 10,055 8.26 15. I2 1.25
Common Equity 48,568 39.90 13.4 5.35

TOTAL $121,738 100% 10.60

Board Staff

Weighted

~ Amount Proportion Cos_.._Lt Cos.._..~t

Long-term debt $ 58,115 47.74 7.53 3.59
Short-term debt 5,000 4.11 10.00 .41
Preferred stock 10,055 8.26 15.12 1.25
Common Equity 48,568 39.90 14.1 5.63

TOTAL $121,738 100% 10.88

In determining the appropriate rate of. return, three primary issues
¯ must be examined: appropriate capital structure; current earnings
performance; appropriate return ori equity. L. Sanford Reis and
Ralph E. Miller, both recognized experts on rate of ret~arn, were
presefited by petitioner and Rate Counsel, respectively.

Appropriate Capital Structure

Mr. Reis utilized a capital structure which incorporated the debt
and equity of the Company and the equity of Mt. Holly Water
Company, Elizabethtown’s wholly owned subsidiary. The debt of Mt.
Holly Water Company was not included in his capital structure
analysis. Mr. Miller utilized a consolidated capital structure consisting
of the debt and equity of both companies.. Board Staff agrees that
if the equity of the subsidiary is considered, the debt of the subsidiary
must also be included if the capital structure analysis is to be consis-
tent. "

Use of a semi-consolidated capital structure, which fails to include
the debt of the subsidiary, results in an obvious mismatch between
the assets which are generating earnings and the earnings themselves.
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In order to properly analyze the capital structure of the Company
and to eliminate the mismatch, I have chosen to include both the debt
and equity of the Company’s subidiary, Mt. Holly Water Company.

The resultant capital structure is:

Long-term debt $ 58,115 47.74
Short-term debt. 5,000 4.11
Preferred stock 10,055 8.26
Common Equity 48,568 39.90

TOTAL $121,738 100%

As a result of the inclusion of the debt and equity of Mt. Holly,
petitioner’s composite cost rate for its long term debt is raised by 2
basis points.

Recent Earnings Performance

Board Staff raised an interesting question with respect to the Com-
pany’s recent earnings performance, Mr. Reis related that due to a
number of factors, the Company was able to earn in excess of the
14.5 percent return on equity allowed by the Board in the last litigated
rate. ease. Return on equity for 1982 was 15.69 percent and "slightly
more than 15.5 percent in 1983, Calculated at year’s end (September
1983). The calculations were predicated on year-end, unconsolidated
data. As noteM above, this figure should have been Calculated using
the consolidated data for both companies.

An additional problem arises with the use of year-end equity calcu-
lations. The evidence adduced at the hearing indicated that Eliza-
bethtown issued in excess of $4,000,000 in common equity in Novem-
ber 1983. Utilization of this information within the Context of year-
end equity analysis results in an increased year-end equity due to the
number of shares i~sued and results in a lower calculated return on
equity du6 to the impact of the issuance of the common stock. The
gap between matching investment and income is bound to be more
significant and thus, unrealistie, than the use of an average ~- annual
equity calculation. Indeed, the Company’s calculations regarding, av-
erage equity return was 16.3 percent (September 1983) and 15.7 per-
cent on a year-end basis. In order to more appropriately reflect equity
returns, the average annual yield, for common equity and not the year-
end yield, should be utilized in this proceeding.

It should also be noted that the Company has managed to exceed
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the allowed return on equity in 1982 and I983. The Company under-
earned on e~uity in the years which preceded 1982 and 1983. The
Company also recently succeeded in elevating its bond rating to AA.

Co~t of’Equity

Both expert witnesses utilized the DCF (Discounted Cash Flow)
model for d.~termining an appropriate cost of equity. Mr. Reis and
Mr. MiIler used the constant-growth,annual DCF model in. arriving
at their respective estimates regarding cost of equity. Board Staff, after
an.extensive analysis of the components of the model, arrived at a
cost of equity of 14.1 percent.

The formula is:

where K represents cost; D represents dividend; P represents .price;
and G represents gro..wth. Cost of capital equals expected yield plus
eXl~cted growth rate. The model assumes that dividends, earnings and~
book value grow at the same rate indefinitely.

Mr.. Reis calculated the yield component using_’a six mgn~ and a
12 month average yield. He chose not to use current yield because
it is subject to ma~nipulation by the Company. Mr. Miller calculated
his yield eom.ponent by dividing the indicated dividend as reported
in Standard and Poor’s by an average monthly high and low price.
He utilized an average of the last three monthly yields (December,
January and February) as the yield component in his DCF model.
In his view, there is nothing in the DCF model which suggests that
more current prices than those he used do not accurately reflect
investor expectations. Board Staff asserts in its brief the position that
a more current yield than the three months used by Mr. Miller should
be used in this case, "and that such is generally appropriate in the
DCF model."

I reject the use of the six month and 12 month average yield as.
utilized by Mr. Reis. In my view, the rangein time is too attenuated
to accurately reflect investor yield expectations. I do not agree with
-Board Staff that a yield more current than the three month yield
utilized by Mr. Miller is necessary since the most current yield on
the stock is often subject to short term manipulation by the Company,
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as noted by their expert, Mr. Reis. Short term manipulation of current
price is discounted by using a three-month average yield. Accordingly,
I FIND that the calculation of expected yield by Mr. Miller ig the
most appropriate and reasonable for this case. Therefore, the most
reasonable yield factor for the DCF model is 9.6. Although Board
Staff asserts that its yield component is higher than that utilized by
the parties because it takes into account the current economical con-
ditions in the marketplace, i.e., higher interest and prime rates,
without quanitification, Board Staff’s approach cannot be fully mer-
ited,

Mr. Miller calculated the yield component using current price and
recent dividend increase of sixty-five cents per calendar quarter. Board
Staff utilized the indicated dividend in Standard and Poor’s most
current yield on common equity.

Mr. Reis calculated tile DCF growth component by averaging the
growth of earnings per share, book value per share, and. dividends
per share for Elizabethtown Water Company over the last five years
(1977/82). Mr. Miller, in calculating the growth rate in his DCF
formula, examined the trend in Elizabethtown’s earnings, dividends
and book value per share since 1973. According to Mr. Miller, growth
rates in earnings and dividends far outpaced the growth in book value
per share for both the recent five-year period and the ten-year period,
He related that both the high rate of earnings growth and the high
rate of dividend growth were directly attributable to the excess returns
realized by the Company in 1982 and 1983. Mr. Miller noted that
dividends could not have increased so rapidly if earnings had been
restricted to a level consistent with the authorized rate of return. He
concluded that book value growth rates are a reasonable starting point
for analysis, but that the much higher earnings and dividend growth
rates are not a sound basis for projecting future growth because they
were clearly not.sustainable. According to Mr. Miller, for ~the growth
~ates of 1982 and 1983 to be sustained over the next five to ten years,
the Company’s 1983 realized rate of return would have to increase
to more than 25 percent. In his view, this was clearly an unreasonable
expectation.

Mr. Reis, in his testimony conceded that the years 1982 and 1983
have been unusually good years for Elizabethtown. Earnings per.
share, e.ommon dividends per share and book value per share in-
creased Substantially more in those years than they had historically
and "there isn’t a chance of repeating [the performance] of the last
t~o ~.e.a.rs.,, ..
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Mr. Miller went on to analyze the Company’s growth through
earnings retention and noted that the growth through earnings reten-
tion is the retention ratio times the realized rate of return. The reten-
tion ratio has ranged from a low of .4 percent to a maximum of 7.8
percent since 1973, and is generally correlated with the earned rate
of return. The average growth rate through earnings retention was
5.0 percent during the last five years including the two years of
exceptionally high earnings. The average growth rate through earnings
retention was only 4.1 percent for the past ten years. Since both of
these numbers were influenced by the excessively high rates of return
earned by the Company in 1982 and 1983, Mr. Miller discounted the
results of these two most recent atypical years in his analysis. Accord-
ing to Mr. Miller, a more realistic~picture of Elizabethtown’s growth
through earnings retention would result from the calculated average
of growth retention for the nine years, 1973 to 1981. During that time,
Elizabethtown achieved an average of 3.6 percent growth through
earnings retention. In his view, this period is reasonably comparable
to current and prospective financial and money market conditions in
the United States economy. The 3.6 percent growth rate forms a lower
bound of Mr. Miller’s estimated reasonable range of investor growth
expectations. Mr. Miller’s upper bound of investor growth expecta-
tions was 4.2 percent, based upon the average result of the most recent
five-year, ten-year and nine year, 1973-1981 periods. Board Staff takes
the view that the appropriate growth rate in the DCF equation is
measured by long-term sustainable growth. Board Staff would
eliminate, as unusually good, the Company’s earnings per share,
dividends per share, and book value per share in 1982 and 1983.
According to Mr. Reis, there "isn’t a chance of repeating [the per-
formance] of the last two years." Accordingly, Board Staff takes the
position that as a result of the above average performance in 1982
and 1983, that any trend such as that calculated by Mr. Reis which
includes those two years, will overstate the likely future growth of
the Company and cannot serve as a proxy for long-term sustainable
growth.

Board Staff takes issue with Mr. Miller’s calculations regarding the
growth component of the DCF model. Mr. Miller ultimately uses the
reinvested earnings approach. This approach utilizes the assumption
that firms grow through reinvesting a portion of their earnings. The
growth r~te under this theory is derived by multiplying expected
earned rate of return by the expected proportion of earnings retained
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by the firm and not paid out as dividends. Mr. Miller uses a mix of
historical data to estimate the expected earned rate of return (r) and
expected retention ratio (b). He calculates growth through retention
(b x r) for the periods 1974 through 1983, 1979 through 1983, and
1973 through 198t. These three growth rates range from 3.6 percent
to 5.0 percent, ~nd average 4.2 percent. Mr. Miller uses the retention
growth rate from the 1973-81 period as a low end of estimated growth
rates and the average of the growth rates calculated for each of the
three periods as the.high-end, giving him a range of 3.6 to 4.2 percent.
His final estimate of the cost of equity is 13.4 percent which with the
yield of 9.6 percent, implies a growth rate of 3.8 percent. This 3.8
percent is just on the low-end of the mid-range of his projected
calculations.

Staff takes the position that historical data must be used carefully
in determining the retention growth calculation. Staff noted that there
is no good reason to believe that an average of historical earned
returns on equity provide any reliable guide to investor expectations
about future earned returns. The heavier weight Mr. Miller place~ on
the lower historical rates of return is simply a complex way of assum-
ing that investors expect a return to below average performance by
the Company, rather than a continuation of recent above-average
performance. Indeed, under Mr. Miller’s analysis, investors expect an
earned rate of return ofi12.7 percent. Board Staff takes the position
that it is most reasonable for investors to expect the Company to earn
its current allowed rate of return. This expectation reflects a decline
in current levels, but does not reflect a return to lower historical levels.
In addition, while historical retention ratios and earned returns tend
to be correlated, it is the direction of the change in the earned return
which affects the retention ratio and not the level of the earned return.
Thus, in 1976, for example, (according to Board Staff), there was a
14.5 percent earned return and a 54 percent retention ratio, while in
1982 there was a 17.0 percent earned return and a 43 percent retention
ratio. These figures are consistent with the view that historic retention
ratios fluctuate around a stable target level in response to changes
in earned returns, while earned returns fluctuate less predictably as
a result of capital market conditions, weather and other factors.
Accordingly, Staff uses a ten-year average retention ratio of 30 percent
as a good estimate of the expected long-run retention ratio of the
Company. According to Staff, this is consistent with the fact that 30
percent is also the average retention ratio for the group of publicly
traded companies listed by Mr. Miller.
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The Company also takes issue with Mr. Miller’s approach and
suggests that he picks and chooses the numbers in such a way as to
come out with a deliberately low result. Acco~’ding to petitioner, Mr.
Miller chooses to ignore growth in earnings and dividends, two growth
factors which investors are likely to utilize in an investmefit analysis.
As apractical matter, the Company suggested the only growth element
Mr. Miller considers is average growth through earnings retention.
He provides no evidence whatsoever that investors are concerned with
earnings retention to the exclusion of earnings growth and dividends
growth. Even assuming for purposes of argument that growth reten-
tion is an appropriate index for investor expectations, Mr, Miller
skews his average by excluding 1982 ~ind 1983 in coming up with a
nine-year average. This has the effect of arbitrarily lowering his
growth average number to 4.2 percent. The Company proposes that
it can be argued that the most recent five-year history is what investors
will look to as opposed to ten years and, therefore, even if growth
through retention were utilized, the appropriate growth retention
percentage is a five-yearaverage of 5 percent as calculated by Mr.
Miller. Adding 5 percent to the current dividend yield of 9.9 percent,
the resulting rate of return will be 14.9 percent.

The Company then goes on to restate and adjust Mr. Miller’s Table
3 using an assumed rate of return of 14.5 percent on average equity,
which results in a restatement of the average annual rates of growth.
After using the adjusted numbers for 1982 and 1983, the Company
notes that the average growth rate for earnings, dividends and book
value for five years is 8.11 percent and for ten years the figure is 7.31
percent. Adding the lower of the figures (7.31 percent), to Mr. Miller’s
dividend yield of 9.6 percent results in what the Company charac-
terizes as a fair rate of return of 16.9 percent which is in line with
Mr. Reis’ DCF conclusion in the range of 16.2 to 16.69 percent. The
Company goes on to state that Mr. Miller ignores recently increased
trends in market conditions such as the rise in prime rates and the
rise in interest rates on new bond issues.

Board Staff, in essence, rejects the calculations of the expert witness
with respect to the growth component. They reject Mr. Reis’ analysis
because of the inclusion of 1982 data. Board Staff rejects Reis’ and
Miller’s analyses of the growth components asserting that there is no
reason to believe that an average of historical earned returns on equity
provide any reliable guide to investors’ expectations about future
earned returns. I disagree. First, it is incredible to believe that in,
vestors look only to retention ratios and the most current earnings
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when choosing an investment. Second, the assumption that expected
earned returns should equal allowed return of 14.5 percent overlooks
the historical data that clearly suggest that except for the last two years
the company has not earned the allowed rate of. return. To assume
that investors only utilize current allowed rate of return, is somewhat
ludicrous especially in light of Board Staff’s observation in its brief
that t, he appropriate growth rate in the DCF formula is long-term
sustainable growth. In my view, investors are bound to look to histori-
cal data over a reasonable’period of time in assessing the expected
growth rate in the future given the fluctuating nature of the economi-
cal climate. Accordingly, ! do not reject the experts’ utilization of
historical data for the purpose of estimating the potential growth rate.

I agree with Mr. Miller and Board Staff,, however, that.the mere
use of historical data without more is not enough. I also agree that
Mr. Reis’ utilization of an average of growth in earnings per share,
dividends and book value is inappropriate. This approach presupposes
that all three elements move in correlation to each other. This observa-
tion does not necessarily hold true. For example, in 1982 before the
1983 stock offerings, dividends were up but the stock of the company
sold at below book value according to Reis.

In my view, the appropriate method to .use in calculating the growth
rate is the retention formula (b x r) = g. In the formula, b equals
expected earned rate of return and r equals the expected retention
ratio. The appropriate growth rate should be measured by resort to
historical data over a reasonable period of time.

Ordinarily, I would be persuaded to use the average of earned return.
over t0 years. However, the Company (through Reis), has demon-
strated that earned returns, although they may not again reach recent
highs, are on an increase from lower historical values. I do not think
that it is realistic to assume that they will return to those lower periods.
In addition, while use of the 1982 and 1983 figures should be dis-
counted, they shall aot be totally eliminated from consideration. I
have considered the. testimony to the effect that the recent growth in
earnings will not be repeated, as one of the factors in determining
the appropriate growth rate. The use of a five-year average of 5.02,
as calculated by Mr. Miller shall be.utilized, This is true particularly
in light of the recent increase in the prime rate~interest rates and bond

¯ interest rates. In my view, use of the 5.0 percent average growth rate
reflects reasonable investor expectations given the historical data and
the myriad of factors which must be considered in determining a fair
rate of return.
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I agree with Staff that the I0 year average retention ratio of 30
percent is a fairly good, long-term estimateof the expected retention
ratio of the Company and is consistent with the average ratio of the
companied listed by Mr. Miller. Substituting the numbers into the
equation (b x r)=g; 5.0 x 30 percent = 5 percent growth, rate.

I pause to note one observation. As is readily seen from an examin-
ation of the briefs of the parties, there are always inconsistencies in
theory and application whenever one is attempting to estimate a rate
of return, given the myriad of factors which must be considered,
weighed and analyzed. Depending upon how one performs these tasks,
the ultimate rate of return fluctuates accordingly. Oftentimes, factors
such as raising interest rates, treasury not~ and bond activity, as well
as stock market fluctuations are difficult to quantifY, even for experts
that make a livelihood estimating rates of return. In arriving at what
I consider to be a fair rate of return, I have considered recent rises
in the prime rate, return on long term and short term treasury bills,
the recent AA bond rating by the company and the fact it has managed
to earn in excess of its allowed rate of return. It must be remembered
that the calculation of rate of return in utility cases is a complex one
and the ultimate determination is merely an allowed as opposed to
guaranteed rate of return. In my view 14.6 percent is a reasonable
return on common equity for this company given the interests of
investors and consumers. The important question to be addressed is
always, what constitutes a fair rate of return given these competing
interests. Central Jersey Power and Light Co., supra.

As noted in the table below, this yields an overall rate of return
of 11.07 percent.

Dt
K = p---~- + g

= 9.6 + 5.0
14.6

COST OF CAPITAL
Type of Capital Amount Proportion Cos_.._kt Weighted

Long-term debt 58,115 47.74 7.53 3.59
Short-term debt 5,000 4.11 1.00 0.41
Preferred stock 10,055 8.26 15.12 1.25
Common equity 48,568 39.90 14.6 5.82

TOTA L $121,730 100% 11.07%
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TARIFF DESIGN

Petitioner proposes’that any increase in revenue be allocated to the
various classes of customers predicated upon a cost of service study
prepared by Mr. Critelli. All of the parties, including intervenors
Commonwealth Water Company and Middlesex Water Company,
agree with the proposition of utilizing the cost of ~ervice study. The
cost of service, study utilized actual data for the year ending 1982,
adjusted to reflect 1979 General Metered Service (GMS) consumption
levels. 1979 was used since it was considered to be a "normal" year,
i.e. not a post-drought year.

Petitioner, in its reply brief to the briefs of intervenors, Board Staff
and the Public Advocate on rate design, requests that this adminis-
trative law judge recommend to the Board that the tariffs be approved
administratively by Staff without the necessity of a subsequent Board
meeting. Commonwealth Water Company advanced the view that no
delay in imp.lementing the rates will result because of the five day
period rule under N.J.A.C. 14:1-6. I6(a)5(i). Petitioner notes that the
cost of service analysis will require several days to complete and the
five day regulation may result in the period expiring between Board
meetings. Implementation of a rate increase, if any, would be delayed
an additional 7 to 10 days.

I agree with the position that the best way to allocate any rate
increase between the various classes of customers is to utilize the cost-
of-service study. This has been the preferred practice whenever it is
possible to complete such a study. I also agree that the parties in
general, and petitioner in particular, have undertaken steps to speedily
dispose of the ease. Everyone. has been most cooperative in that
regard. I do not feet at leave to recommend to the Board that the
tariff design issue be disposed Of administratively, as I view such a
recommendation as being an unwarranted intrusion into internal
Board matters. Accordingly, I merely pass the suggestion on to the
Board, taking no position on its merits and leave it to Board discre-
tion. I do recommend however, that all reasonable steps be taken to
implement rates, if at all, on or before the September 3, 1984
suspension period termination date. The Company’s current tariffs for
GMS reflect a two block consumption rate. The Company and the
parties (with the exception of the Public Advocate), concede that the
one block GMS tariff design is appropriate. Rate Counsel proposes
that rates of Elizabethtown’s newly acquired customers (Peapack-
Gladstone) remain frozen since the utilization of the one-block tariff
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design would result in a reduction in rates for these customers and
a raise in rates for existing customers. It is not appropriate, according
to Rate Counsel, to raise rates for existing customers as a result of
the acquisition of another water system. There is substantial, although
sophistical, merit in Rate Counsel position. First, the use of a two-
block system fosters discriminatory rate treatment. Second, the use
of the one block GMS tariff is in line generally with Board policy
and particularly, with conservation efforts. Third, the Board has re-
cently encouraged the acquisition of smaller water companies by
larger public utility entities. Fourth, the relatively small size of Cus-
tomers acquired (467) and the spreading of the disparity across the
board to all customers would result in a very small increase. Given
these observations, I am constrained to disagree with Rate Counsel’s
position and recommend that the Peapack-Gladstone customers be
included in the one block tariff.

Rate Counsel goes on to propose three separate scenarios for tariff
design resolution. The first two, which deal with changes in the event
of a rate rollback and no increase, need not be examined sit~ce I have
rejected-those alternatives. However, in the event the Board reverses
my initial decision, those alternatives are reflected in Rate Counsel’s
initial brief. Rate Counsel, through the testimony of Mr. Makul,
strongly advocated that restrictions be placed on the "Optional Indus-
trial Wholesale" tariff (OIW). Rate Counsel recommends that this
provision be restricted to users whose ratio of peak summer monthly
usage to average monthly usage exceeds 120 percent. This tariff is
presently available to any user whose monthly usage exceeds 1.25
million cubic feet.

The Company has no actual field-~neasured data of GMS or IOW
classes and therefore, no empirical data to verify which customers are
responsible for what portion of system peak day and peak hour
fluctuations. Assumptions h.ave been utilized to develop cost assign-
ments. Distinct increases for Exxon, Exxon Research, Schering and
Princeton during the summer months (1983 data) strongly suggest that
these industries are as weather sensitive as GMS and should be billed
as such.

The Company agrees that further inquiry is necessary and proposes
that a study be co~mpleted befor~ the next rate case. Rate Counsel
concedes that in the a’bsence of a study, the full analysis of the
appropriate rate-treatment cannot be made. The difference in the
positions of the two parties is that Rate Counsel urges that the
companies, before-noted, be placed within the GMS category pending
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outcome of the study. Petitioner suggested that matters be preserved,
status quo, until the study is complete. Board St~tff agrees with peti-
tioner.

Rate Counsel’s position is well taken. All parties agree that a study
is necessary. Whenever possible, however, issues regarding tariff de-
sign should be predicated upon concrete empirical data. Given the
need and desirability era study, the observation that a result favorable
to inclusion would result in $364,000 in additional revenue, and the
uncertainty involved in estimating when another rate case will be
brought by the company, I FIND that it is in the public interest to
undertake the study forthwith. Accordingly, I am recommending that
the study be undertaken (started) within 30 days following the final
decision of the Board in this case. I am further ordering that the study
be completed within six months thereafter (total 7 months). The
results of the study ’should be forwarded to all parties. In the event
the Board determines that the study demonstrates the weather
sensitivity of the aforementioned companies and that their inclusion
within GMS is warranted, an adjustment should be made to reflect
the additional revenues associated therewith in the next case. The
adjustment should include, but not be limited to, a consideration by
the Board (if it so chooses) of whether ratepayers should receive a
one-time reduction in billing to reflect the benefit of the additional
revenue for the GMS class of customers.

Finally, I note my agreement with Board Staff that any increase
applicable to Fire Protection Service be applied to the fire hydrants
charge only, in order to at least begin to eliminate the disparity in
municipal fire hydrant charges and bring those charges more in line
with the Fire Protection Study. In summation:

The one block consumption late for GMS should be accepted
by the Board and the.charges for Peapack-Glad, stone customers
should be included in the Common Tariff in accordance with
the Order of the Board of Public Utilities dated April 20, 1983,
(Dkt. No. BPU 831-49).
The inclusion of Exxon, Exxon Research; Schering and Prince-
ton in the GMS class should be postponed until after comple-
tion of the study. Said study shall be underta.ken within 30 days
of the Board’s final decis~ion in this case and shall be completed
not later~than 7 months after the decision of the Board. Peti-
tioner, Board Staff and the Public Advocate shall participate
in the study. The results of the study should be forwarded to
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the Board for review. In the event the Board determines that
these companies should be included in GMS, an appropriate
adjustment in rates, to all. GMS customers should be made.

3. Any increase granted for fire protection services should be
limited to fire hydrant charges.

4. The Board’s final conclusion on revenues and expenses should
form the basic data for application of the cost of service study.
All reasonable measures should be undertaken to insure that
any rate relief granted will be implemented before the Septem-.
ber 3, 1984 suspension termination date.

It is therefore ORDERED that petitioner file revised tariffs in
accordance with the aforenoted determinations.

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected
by the BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, which by law is empowered
to make a final decision in this matter.

FINAL ,DECISION BY THE BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES:

After a full review of the above-captioned matters, including peti-
tioner’s request for increased rates and the Board Staff’s analysis as
to whether petitioner’s rates during the 1982-84 period produced an
unreasonably high level of earnings, the Board HEREBY AFFIRMS
the initial decision of the administrative law judge (ALJ) presiding
in this matter, except as modified herein. The Board notes that, in
addition, it will offer comment herein on certain issues on which it
is in basic agreement with the ALJ, or where the Commissioners of
the Board hold differing views. In addition, the Board will evaluate
Staff’s analysis of petitioner’s earnings d.uring the above stated period
with respect to reasonableness and the company’s responses thereto.

1. A CQUISITION ADJUSTMENT-

We accept-the analysis of the ALl with respect to thi~ issue. While
the acquisition price.over original cost should be recognized with
regard to the Washington Valley System since petitioner has demon-
strat~d a specific benefit to the ratepayers of the system, we agree that
petitioner has not so demonstrated a tangible benefit with regard to
its Peapack and Gladstone Water System. We will continue to rec-
ognize the appropriateness of acqui.sition adjustments where a specific
benefit can be shown, such as the acquiring of needed facilities which
benefit the entire system. In re Elizabethtown Water Co., BPU Docket
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No. 802-76 (June 19, 1980). Reasonable incentives should be given
for acquisition of small water companies which are typically under-
capi*talized and hard-pressed to provide safe, adequate and proper
service. Such is the intent of the Small Water Company Takeover Act,
N.J.S.A. 58:11-59 et seq. In addition to the lack of a showing0f a
specific benefit, we have the additional factor that the system in
question was acquired through competitive bidding between utilities
which could only serve to enhance the purchase price in relation to
original cost.

2. NET UTILITY PLANT

The threshold question to determine net utility plant, as well as to
quantify numerous other modifications that we believe it necessary
to make the analysis of the AI.J, is the appropn.’ate test year. The
Company, Public Advocate and Board Staff agreed to a March 31,
1984 test year, In addition the company proposes a base year ending
June 30, 1984 and a rate year ending June 30, 1985, the year in which
rates will actually be in effect. The A[~ would extend the test year
through September 30, 1984. Our conclusion in this regard does not
enunciate a change in direction in the policy of this Board. In line
with our past policy, the Board will select a test year which is as
current as possible under- the circumstances but which reflects actual
test year data. In addition, we will exercise our discretion to recognize
known and measurable changes as the oft-stated policy of the Board
from which we do not depart in this case.

The ALJ is imprecise in equating this standard with a "substantial
likelihood" or "reasonably anticipated" test. The standard is actual
test year data "adjusted for known and measurable changes." In Re
Hackensack Water Co., Docket 815-447 (1982); In Re New Jersey Bell
Telephone, Docket 77 ! 1-1156 (1978). The term reasonably anticipated,’

as cited by petitioner, Reply Brief dated August 6, 1984, with regard
to In Re South Jersey Gas, Docket 818-754, must be qualified by the
clear language of that case which would recognize outside of test year
changes possessing "the requisite degree of ¢er~inty", i.e.; known and
measurable. The Board discourages the introduction of "base years"
and "rate years", in addition to the introduction of test years fn the
re~ord; this admonition should not inhibit petitioners from introduc-
ing proofs with regard to known and measurable changes outside the
test year. If this signal is not recognized, higher procedural control
over the process will have to be exercised. We therefore conclude that
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the appropriate test year for the purpose of this proceeding should
extend through July 31, 1984.

With regard to net utility plant, the Board concludes that it is
appropriate to recognize gross utility plant additions as a known
change through September 30, 1984. These additions consist almost
exclusively of routine construction which re-occurs every quarter on
a generally stable and measurable level. To the extent that the AIA
does not recognize routine construction projects through September
30, 1985 and has made certain other minor miscalculations, (Schedule
E, supra), the position of the AIA on this issue is hereby modified.
The Board has reasonable discretion to recognize additions to rate
base which are known and. measurable. The particular circumstances
of this case, including the availability of actual data on rate base,
revenue and expense, and capitalization, through July 31, 1984, as well
as our conclusions on the earnings analysis of petitioner (as subse-
quently addressed herein) which preclude, higher rates to be effective
until on or about February 1, 1985, approximately six months after
the close of our finding of test year, supports our determination of
test year and recognition of known and measurable changes. State
vs. New Jersey Bell Tel. Co., 30 N.J. 16 (1959). We, therefore, find
a gross utility plant of $186,233,000, and after appropriate adjustment
for accumulated depreciation, a net utility plant of $I46,673,000.

3. CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESS

Petitioner proposes that the approximately $1.3 million in the con-
struction work in progress (CWlP) balanee as of June 30, 1985 should
be included in rate base. We agree with the ALJ that this CWIP
inclusion should not be recognized, since the company has not demon-
strated that this level of CWIP vitally impacts earnings~ cash flow,
and its ability to finance construction needed to render safe, adequate
and proper service. In addition, the proposed CWIP relates to routine
construction projects not in service as of June 30, 1985, which we
believe is too~ remot~ for consideration, especially in. view of our
recognition of, routine projects through Septembei" 30, 1984 as a

¯ known change.

4. WORKING CA PITA L

We agree with the analysis of the AIJ with respect tO th~ compo-
nents and recognition of working ~apital including cash working
capital, unamortized taxes, materials and supplies, prepayments, mini-
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mum bank balances and deferred charges. We especially concur with
the AIJ’s analysis with respect to deferred charges. The Board’s policy
with respect to water companies continues to be that we will not
recognize deferred charges in working capital as an undue burden on
the ratepayer, who would then be required to pay an amortization
of these costs in expenses and also pay a return on these unamortized
balances if included in rate b~ase. Therefore, the Board finds a working
capital requirem~ent of. $4.190 million.

Commissioner Hynes concurs with the above conclusions, except
that he concludes that he supports the recognition of a lag with regard
to a return on invested capital,namely th( lag between the collection
of revenues and its payment in interest to investors, which is calculated
by Rate Counsel at 80.5 days. In view of the conclusions of the
majority, howev~er, in regard to ne~ investment rate base, Com-
missioner Hynes concurs in the calculation of $125,016,000.

5. OPERA TING REVENUES,

We agree with the ALl with regard to annualization for customer
growth within the test year, but modify his calculation according to
our determination of test year. We further agree with the position of
Rate Counsel and Staff that Petitioner’s proposed adjustment for
weather normalization is inappropriate. Petitioner has not demon-
strated that test year consumption was abnormally high due to
weather abnormality, and that consequently a lower level of revenues
should be recognized than that actually produced during the test year
and which can be expected during the period rates will be in effect.
Petitioner’s calculations reflect the higher than normal rainfall and
revenues in the Spring of 1983, but ignore the fact that Summer
rainfall and revenues in 1982 exceeded those of 1983. Petitioner’s
method also improperly includes a simple five year average, which
is not~a reasonable basis from which to.calculate normal test year
revenues. Thus, petitioner has not demonstrated that the test years
were "drier than normal" resulting in abnormally higher revenues that
should be adjusted downward. We, therefore, do not accept the
analysis and conclusions of the ALl in this regard, and. thus we do.
not recognize petitioner’s proposed adjustment for weath~i nor-
malization. Therefore, the Board finds pro forma present operating
revenues in the amount of $53.666 million.
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6. OPERATING EXPENSES: LABOR, PURCHASED
WATER A ND PO WER .

The Board accepts the conceptual approach of the ALJ with regard
to recognition of the February, 1984 wage contract and a portion of
the February, 1985 wage contract. The appropriate treatment to re-
flect our test year conclusion is to recognize six months of the 1985
wage contract. The AIA miscalculated the 1985 wage contract on the
basis of his t~st year by recognizing six months instead of nine months
in regard thereto; our calculation of salary-expense therefore agrees
with that of the ALl, namely, $8.381 million. This recognition is
appropriate as known change. For the reasons set forth by the AIA,
we reject the arguments of Rate Counsel with respect to the non-
recognition of officers’ salaries and other labor expense as being
unreasonable. All parties agree that power costs and chemical expense
should be calculated based upon the historic numerical relationship
of these costs to revenues. Based upon the Board’s revenue determina-
tion, pui:chased water is recognized in the amount of $4.054 million
and power costs in the amount of $5.072 million.

7, OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

Except as otherwise noted herein, the Board accepts the analysis
of the ALl with regard to all operating .and maintenance expenses,
and his numerical calculations, with respect thereto as reflected on
Schedule A attached hereto, except as follows:

a) Telephone Expense is adjusted to reflect actual costs through the end
of the test, year calculated at $282,000

b) Overhead Capitalization of Wages is adjusted to reflect the approp~riate
level of recognition that we have permitted for labor expense resulting
in a negative adjustment of $1.054 million. This adjustment is neces-
sary due to a minor miscalculation by the A1A. Employee pensionsand benefits have been correctly calculated by the AI_rl" with regard

to the recogrtition of labor expense in the amount of $1.760 million;
c) Rental Expense has been appropiately adjusted to reflect our test year

in the amount of $211,000;
d) Rate Case Expense: In line wi.th the Board’s policy recently enunciated

in the West Keansburg case, Docket No. 838-787 (1984), the board
believes a sharing of rate case expense for major water companies is"
appropriate. Since petitioner clearly falls within that category, this
adjustment is required as provided for by the AIA and recommended
by Rate Counsel and the Board’s Staff. However, the Board has,
absent compelling circumstances, provided for a two-year amortiza-
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tion of this expense rather than a one-year amortization as recognized
bythe ALL Therefore, an appropriate adjustment is necessary, which
results in a recognized expense of $136,000.               .
Emergency Drought Expense: We agree with the ALJ in recognition
of this expens~ under the circumstances of this ease. Petitioner has
agreed to accept a fair share of charges for state water projects which
were required on an emergency basis due to the drought. Other water
utilities both regulated and non-regulated are subject to these charges.
While the charges appear reasonably certain, the timing of the collec-
tion reqhires the establishment of an escrow account with regard to
these charges, in consultation with Board Staff.

8. DEPRECIATION

Depreciation expense involves both the issue of timing and the
conceptual approach to the treatment of depreciation on contributed
property. With respect to the timing question, the Board recognizes
an adjustment to this account to reflect its finding of gross utility plant
and the net investment rate base. The majority 0f the Board agrees
with the position of the ALI recognizing depreciation on contributed
property as proposed by Board Staff, as consistent with our current
policy. This adjustment is especially crucial to the smaller water com-
pany as a necessary source of cash flow and has been
recognized for the small and large water utility alike as a legitimate
source of earnings.

Commissioner Hynes dissents from the conclusion of the majority
and draws a distinction between the requirements, of small water
companies in this regard, who are often chron!cally financially un-
sound, and this large Class A water company, which has been rec-
ognized as financially sound _by~ virtue of its AA financial rating.
I~erefore, the majority accepts me posi~on of the AI.~, while Com-
missioner Hynes would adopt the position of Rate Counsel proposing
a negative adjustment in the amount of $70,000 to depre.ciation ex-
pense.

The full Board concurs that Staff confer with" Rate Counsel and
representatives of the respective affected utilities in order to study the
Board’s policy in this regard and come forward with recommendations
for Board evaluation as to our future course of action with regard
to this issue.

9. TAXES

While the Board adopts the position of the ALJ with regard to real
estate and other taxes calculated in the amount.of $1.166 million;
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consistent with our findings regarding pro forma present operating
revenue; we find a revenue tax expense of $6,732 million. The Board
has recalculated Federal income taxes in view of our other findings
in this case resulting in a figure Of $5.499 million.

10. RATE OF RETURN

The Board accepts the position of the ALJ as recommended by Staff
and Rate Counsel with respect to a proper matching of capital struc-
ture; therefore, both the equity of petitioner’s subsidiary, Mount Holly
Water Company, as proposed by Petitioner, and the debt of this
subsidiary should be recognized, as recommended by Rate Counsel
and Staff.

With regard to rateof returr~ on equity, we are mindful of the classic
requirements set down in the Hope Natural Gas case, 320 U.S. 281
(1944), which has been followed and adopted by the courts of this
state. In re Public Service, 5 N.J. 196 (!950). The Board is obliged
to establish rates sufficient to encourage good management and to
enable a utility to .maintain and support its credit, and to provide a
return to the equity holder commensurate with investments in other
enterprises having corresponding risks, such returns to be sufficient
to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise so as
to maintain its credit and attract capital.

In fulfilling its duty to establish reasonable rates, pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 48:2-21, especially in regard to our rate of return, the Board
is not bound by any single formula or combination of formulae in
arriving at a reasonable result. In re Public Service, 5 N.J. at 217; In
re J’CP&L, 85 N.J. 520 (1981). The Board has weighed the evidence
and methodologies presented by the expert witnesses presented by
both Petitioner and Rate Counsel and e0ncludes that the rate of return
analysis and result articulated by Board’s Staff is the most reasonable
under the circumstances of this case. We believe Staff’s approach to
the discounted cash flow methodology, which establishes a yield com-
ponent of 9.77 and a growth component of 4.35 resulting in a return
on equity of 14.1 percent, adequately accounts for investor expecta-
tions and meets the standards set forth in the Hope case. We further
take account of the financial indicators, especially that Petitoner is
one of only two independent water companies in the nation with a
AA bond rating, in measuring a reasonable level of dsk and arriving
at a reasonable return on equity that the company may seek to earn.

Applying the capital structure which we adopt as of July 31, 1984
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herein and the appropriate costs for long-term and short-term debt,
preferred stock and common equity results in overall rate of return
finding of 10.90 percent.

l 1. TARIFF DESIGN

The Board accepts the position and analysis of the ALJ with respect
to tariff design, except as modified herein:

a)

c~

One-Block Tariff- Peapaek-Gladstone Common Tariff" While we agree
with the AI~ that a one-block tariff for general metered service is
generally appropriate and in line with Board policy to discourage
lower charges for higher use, we conclude that it is not appropriate
at this time to apply this common tariff to the recently .acquired
Peapaek-Gladstone System. While we have given due recognition to
the analysis of the ALl, we do not feel it is an appropriate signal
to apply this common, tariff design to Peapack-Gladstone, since there
presently exists a disparity of rates between the latter and the rest of
the system, and such application would result in a reduction in rates
to Peapaek customers. The Board therefore concludes that the ap-
propriate course is to freeze (he tariffs for this small system and..its
customers at current levels and to extend the common tariff to this
system when such application, can be accomplished in a fair and
equitable manner to all customers of petitioner.
Transfer of Customers from Wholesale to General Metered Service: We
generally concur with the position of the ALJ which’ would defer
consideration of any tt;ansfer of Optional Industrial Wholesale (OIW)
customers to general "metered service until additional empirical data
is established. Therefore, Rate Counsel’s position that four large
customers, Exxon, Exxon Research, Schering, and Princeton Univer-
sity, are distinctly weather sensitive, and more appropriately belong
in the general metered service, should be the subject of study initiated
by Petitioner. We do not have sufficient data on system fluctuations
and peak hour usage to evaluate this proposal at this time. The study,
to be initiated in cooperation with Staff and Rate Counsel, should
cover the period October 15, 1984 to October 15, 1985 with rec-
ommendations and results to be forwarded to the Board no later than
December I, I985.
Municipal Fire Protection: The AI.J has accepted petitioner’s position
that any rate increase applicable to this tariff be applied to fire hydrant
charges only and not to the inch-foot charge. This is a deceptively
complex question, since the application of this concept may result in
widely varying increases to different municipalities depending upon
their characteristics, size and development. There is also great public
interest in this question, not only by municipal officials but by the
general ratepayers as to the impact of these charges on municipal
budgets. Consequently, we request Staff, in consultation with Rate
Counsel and interested parties, including water companies, to develop
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the alternatives and the support thereto for consideratibn by the Board
in a public hearing to be set on general notice within a reasonable
period of time. Pending such further cons!deration, the Board defers
rendering a conclusion on this issue.

In conclusion, based upon the foregoing and the record in this
proceeding, the Board HEREBY FINDS a rate base of $125 .million
a rate of return of 10.9 percent, resulting in an overall income require-
ment ors 13.627 million; the income deficiency is $1.259 million result-
ing from the deduction of test year utility operating income, as ad-
justed, in the amount of $12.368 million, from the income require-
ment. The resultant revenue deficiency to be reflected in higher rates,
(according to the terms and conditions which we will ’specify herein
with regard to our treatment of the earnings analysis question), is
$2.656 million.

EA RNINGS A NA L YSIS

At the direction of the Board, Staff has undertaken to monitor the
earnings of the various utilities under the Board’s jurisdiction with
respect to whether or not earnings have been-achieved at levels above.
the statutory standard of just and reasonable rates..N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.
In this regard, Staff has undertaken a review and analysis of peti-
tioner’s achieved rate of return, including return on equity, for the
period commencing January 1, 1982 through July 31, 198;4, the .most
recent period for which data is available. This review coincides with
the period for which, rates have been in effect as a conseqt~ence of
petitioner’s last two previous rate orders, Docket No. 818-735, effec-
tive January I, 1982 and Docket No. 829-696, effective January 1,
1983. During the course of its review, Staff forwarded its position and
analysis to petitioner for comment by letter of June 8, I984 and
received comment and response to Staff’s earnings analysis by letters
of June 27, 1984 and August 28, 1984.

Since questions have been raised as to the Board’s authority to
review utility earnings for unreasonableness, the Board must state that
it believes it has ample jurisdiction and discretion to review earnings
achieved by utilities. We believe such a review is not precluded by
the admonition of the courts of this state generally against retroactive
ratemaking. The leading New Jersey Supreme Court case, In re Sand-
.Rates, 66 N.J. 12 (I974) limited the Board’s discretion to permit
utilities to recover past deficiencies or under-earnings in rates. Itnowhere can lend support to the prg.p0.s.i.t.ion_t..h.a.t t.h.e__B_0.a.r__d..c.ann.o~t..’
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inquire into whether utilities have, in fact, achieved unreasonable rates
of return on equity significantly higher than that authorized by the
Board. Indeed, the New Jersey Supreme Court held In Re Plainfield
Water Co., 177 N.J.L. 18 (1936), that the power of the Board to
determine whether utility over-charges have. been exacted, is both
.retrospective and prospective in nature: This regulatory approach has
been followeM recently by Public Utility Commissions in other
jurisdictions, In re Narragansett Elec. Co., Rhode Island P.U.C., 57
PUR 4th (1984). There the Commission concluded that any prohibi-
tion against retroactive ratemaking does not preclude the Commission
from directing refunds to ratepayers with regard to a utility that
earned significantly in excess of its allowed rate of return, even if such

excessive earnings could not have been anticipated by either the utility
or the Commission.

Thus, the Board believesit has not only the authority, but (he duty
and obligation to review the rates of return achieved by utilities for
reasonableness, based upon rates of return .authorized by the Board.
We further believe that we have the discretion to fashion reasonable
methodologies to determine whether, in fact, over-earnings have been
achieved, to determine the level of over-earnings that should be ac-
counted for, and to determine the method of refund. The Board is
not bound by any particular methodology so long as the methodology
it selects is reasonable. In re Hope Natural Gas, 320 U.S. 591; In re
JCP&L, 85 N.J. 520.

A review of the Staff exhibits supplied to and discussed with Peti-
tioner, as well as Petitioner’s responses thereto, leads the Board to
the inescapable conclusion that Petitioner achieved a rate of return
on average common equity significantly higher than that permitted
by the Board during the rate periods in question. According to Staff’s
calculations, Petitioner in the 1982 rate period achieved excess earn-
ings over the. permitted 14.5 percent rate of return on equity of
approximately $2 million in revenues: This analysis also supports the
conclusion that a level of over-earnings e0ntinued through the end
of 1983, with a significant downturn in earnings in the first half of
1984: Taking into account the company’s submission with respect to

In the recent Con Edison case .before the New York Commission, Case
28847, August 23, 1984, the Commission approved a stipulation with
regard to a similar overearnings question, which took account Of potential

’earning deficiencies, but required a return of net overearnings accrued
during the rate period.
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earnings through July, 1984, Staff concludes that there has been to
date a level of over-ea..rnings of approximately $2.2 million in revenues.

The majority of the Board has taken into consideration the various
factors and arguments submitted by Petitioner, including that earnings
have deteriorated rapidly in 1984, that the over-earnings resulted from
unanticipated events such as the vicissitudes of weather, and the
results of drought conditions and the state regulatory response there-
to. In addition, the Board has considered the alternate methodologies,
and adjustments proposed by Petitioner to that of Staff.

The majority has also taken into consideration and does not hold
the company accountable, or at fault, for any lack of forecasting with
regard to the earnings in question, nor do we believe penalties in the
form of interest or other sanctions are in order. But, the imposition
of state curtailments on water usage due to the drought, and the
removal thereof, contributed to elastic, unpredictable usage patterns,
along with the variable effects of rainfall. The Board believes that the
ratepayer must be made whole in compensation for a level of charges
which, in fact, have exceeded the levels prescribed by the Board.
Taking all these factors before us into consideration, the majority of
the Board concludes that the rat�payers should receive recognition
for over-earnings by petitioner in the amount of $1.15 million. This
is the amount with which the Staff and the Petitioner basically agreed,
for purposes of possible settlement, during the conferences held on
the Board’s investigation into over-earnings. The Board believes that
this conclusion does not undermine our responsibility to set reason-
able rates for the future, as we have done by virtue of the rate order
included herein.

The Board further concludes that the most appropriate method-
~ elegy to m~ke the ratepayers whole with respect to this level of
overrecovery, is to set off this amount against the level of rate increase
awarded herein, which is necessary to give petitioner an opportunity
to achieve in the future a reasonable rate of return. We will therefore
hold the~new rates found to be reasonable in this order in abeyance
until the difference in revenues between those that would be received
under the new rates, as against those received under current rates,
equals $1.15 mitlion. It is anticipated that this recovery should be
.completed on or about February l, 1985’; the date new rates shall

o Indeed, since new rates shall not become effective until on or about that
date, we believe this is an additional reason to extend the test year to
July 31, 1984, with known changes primarily for routine construction,
thr6ugh September 30, 1984.
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be permitted to go into .effect shall be subject to an accounting
procedure agreed upon by Petitioner, Board Staff and Rate Counsel,
which will determine the exact timing of the implementation of this
rate order.                                        ’

Furthermore, the Board requests Staff, in consultation with Rate
Counsel and the affected Utilities, to review the applicable standards
which should apply to earnings reviews for all segments of the utility
industry subject to the Board’s jurisdiction.

Commissioner Hynes, while agreeing with the majority of the Board
with respect to the methodology or general analysis of this question,
dissents from the calculation by the majority of the Board as to the
amount of over-earnings to be set off against a rate award. He would
set the level of over-recovery based upon the numerical calculation
of Staff at approximately $2.2 million, although it reflects offsetting
underearnings through July 31, 1984, He believes there does not exist
counter or mitigating factors or methodologies which justify a lower
level of over-recovery set by the majority of the Board.

The reasons for this over-earning are, in his view, twofold. One,
the drought restrictions prompted tariff revisions to stabilize water
utility earnings. Revenues increased dramatically as the effects of the
drought disappeared and higher usage returned. Consequently, the
dominant portion of the over-recovery was caused by the Board’s
quick response to a state emergency. The sacrifices endured by the
ratepayers merit a return in full for any over-recovery linked to the
consequences of the worst drought in I00 years. Secondly, a. portion
of the over-recovery is in consequence of a stipulated rate case in
January 1983 between the Petitioner, Rate Counsel and Staff. The
review system failed to discover significant over-earnings in the 1982
calendar year. He joins with the majority to call for a single earnings
test to prevent such lapses in the future. Yet he believes since the
procedure failed, the ratepayers should not pay for this oversight.

The full Board concurs that since the recovery shall be achieved
on a prospective basis, there should not be any need to restate 1982
or 1983 earnings. The Board recognizes that Petitioner, according to
the State Administrative Procedure Act, is entitled to apply for a
hearing.with respect to the Board’s over-earnings conclusion and to
test the facts which support such conclusion and make a record in
support of whatever position they believe is appropriate. While Peti-
tioner engaged in many productive conferences and interchanges with
Board Staff during the course of this earnings review, petitioner, in
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the absence of a signed stipulation, is free to take, without prejudice,
whatever; legal and factual position they believe is appropriate.

Therefore, the rate increase permitted herein, will not be permitted
to take effect until on or about February 1, !985, but in no event
until verification of the amount of refund has been resolved and tariffs
filed in conformance with this order have been accepted, by further
order of this Board. New rates pursuant to this order may not go
into effect on February 1, 1985 absent further Board order.

SCHEDULE I

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER CO.

REVENUE REQUIREMENT
(000’s OMITTED)

Rate Base

Rate of Return

Income Requirement

Utility Operating Income

Income Deficiency

Conversion Factor

Revenue Deficiency

$121,129

11.07%

13,409

11,874

1,535

x 2.11

$ 3,240
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SCHEDULE II

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER CO.

RATE BASE
(000’s OMITTED)

Gross Utility Plant

Accumulated Depreciation

Net Utility Plant

Construction Work in Progress

Working Capital:
Cash Working Capital
Unamortized Taxes
Materials and Supplies
Prepayments
Minimum Bank Balances
Deferred Charges

Total Working Capital

Sub-Tot~iI:

Deductions:

Customer Advances for Const.
Contribution in Aid of Const.
Unamortized Investment Tax Credit
Deferred ~axes--ADR & ACRS
Other Deferred Taxes
Customer. Deposits

Total Deductions

$182,976

40,467

142,509

0

2,21

1,247
222
509

4,571

$146,698

12,424
7,44I

587
4,983

0
134

25,569

Net Investment Rate Base $121,129
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SCHEDULE III

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER CO,

PRO FORMA PRESENT INCOME
(000’s OMITTED)

Operating Revenues

Operating Expenses:

Labor
Purchased Water
Power
Chemicals
Tank Painting
Main Cleaning & Lining
Emergency Drought Project
Commercial
Telephone
Uncollectibles
Overhead Capitalization
Interest on Customer Deposits
Insurance
Outside Services
Employee Pensions & Benefits
Regulatory Expense
Rents
General Cost Inreases

T~tal Operating & Maintenance Expenses

Depreciation
Revenue Taxes
Real Estate & Other Taxes
Federal Income Tax

Total

$52,558

8,381
4,054
4,967
1,077

45
200
135
448
269
156

(1,019)
12

542
259

1,760
172
208

3,135

24,801

3,103
6,601
1,121
5,058

40,684

Utility Operating Income
Interest Expense
Net Utility Operating Income

$11,874
(4,845)
$7,029
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SCHEDULE IV

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER CO.

FEDERAL INCOME TAXES
(000’s OMITTED)

Expenses:

Operation & Maintenance
Depreciation
Revenue Taxes
Other Taxes

Total Expenses

Pre-Tax Operating Income

Interest Expense
Excess Tax Over Book Dep.
Capitalized Pensions & Benefits

Flow-Through of Prior Cap. P & B

Total, Tax Reconciling Items

Taxable Income

Tax on First $100,000
Tax on Balance at 46%

ITC Amortization

F.I.T. Expense

$52,558

24,801
3,103
6,601
1,121

$35,626

$16,932

4,845
378
230

64,

$5,517

$11,415

26
5,192

(134)

$5,058
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SCHEDULE A: TEST YEAR JULY 31, 1984

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER COMPANY

REVENUE REQUIREMENT
(000’s OMITTED)

Rate Base

Rate of Return

Income Requirement

Utility Operating Income

Income Deficiency

Conversion Fadtor ’

Revenue Deficiency

$125,016

10.90%

$ 13,627

$ 12,368

$ 1,259

2.11

$ 2,656

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER COMPANY

RATE BASE AT JULY 31, 1984 TEST YEAR
(000’s OMITTED)

Gross Utility Plant

Accumulated Depreciation

Net Utility Plant

CWIP

Working Capital

Cash Working Capital
Unamortized Taxes
Materials & Supplies.
Prepayment
Minimum. Bank Balances
Deferred Charges

Total. Working Capital

$186,233

39,560

$146,673

$ 0

2,211
0

1,248
222
509

0

$ 4,!90

SubtOtal: $150,863
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Deductions

Customer Advances for Construction
Contributions in Aid of Construction
Unamortized Investment Credit
Deferred Taxes
Other Deferred Taxes
Customer Deposits

Total Deductions

Net Investment Rate Base

13,745
7,456

581
3,925

0
140

$ 25,847

$125,016

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER COMPANY

PRO-FORMA PRESENT INCOME AT JULY 31, 1984
(000’s OMITTED)

Operating Revenues $53,666

Operating Expenses:

Labor
Purchased Water
Power
Chemicals,
Tank Painting
Main Cleaning & Lining
Emergency Drought Service
Commercial
Telephone
Uncolleetibles
Overhead Capitalization
Interest on Customer Deposits
Insurance
Outside Services
Employee Pensions & Benefits
Regulatory Commission .Expenses
Rents
General Cost Increases

8,381
4,054
5,072
1,100

45
200
135
450
282
156

s(1,054)
13
542

259
1,760
’136
211

3,135
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Total Operating & Maintenance Expenses

Depreciation
Revenue Taxes
Real Estate & Other Taxes
Federal Income Tax

Total Operating Expenses
Utility Operating Income

$24,877

3,074
6,732
1,166
5,449

$41,298

$12,368

ELIZABETHTOWN WATER COMPANY

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AT JULY 31, 1984
.(000’s OMITTED)

LT Debt $ 58,115 47.41% 7.53 3.57%
ST Debt 5,000 4.08 10.00 .41 ~
Preferred 10,046 8.20 15.12 1.24
Common 49,408 40.31 14.1....~0 5.68

-$122,568 I00.00% 10.90%

You must check the New Jersey Citation Tracker in the
companion Iooseleaf volume to determine the history
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(APPEARANCE LIST ATTACHED)

BY THE BOA~D:
On February 27, 1985, the Board issued lt~ Decision and Order In

this docket, Sremttng ~outh Jersey an Increase in base rates desired to produce
$2.991 mlIUon in additions1 annual revenues. The Board also determined that
a Phase B proceeding was necessary to ~l]ow the ’parties an opporturdty to supplement
the record on seven Issues, which appear below=

1, Post Test Year Additions - Major Construction Projects

A. MeKee City Operating FaciLity
B. McKee City LNG Facility
C. Expansion Of Foisom Oener~ Office

Z. Other Prope’r~y on Customer Premises

3. Acquisition Adjustment

Cash Worldn~ Capital - Gross Receipts and Franchise Tax

I985 ~’ayrotl W~e Increase
A, 1985 Oene~’al Wage Increase
B. Employee Additions

6. Non-RecurHn~ Expense

7, Transportation Ser~ce (TAG)

With respect to the Phase H proceedinE ~o be conducted at the Office of Administrative
Law, the Board expressed Its expectation that a complete record be available
for its review and consideration on or about November 1, 1985.





~ot|ons tot reconsideration and clarification of the Docision and
Order were filed by P.ate Counsel, Owe~s-Corn|n¢ Fiberglas Corporatio~ and
~e ~d~s~r~sl Customer G~oup. On May 10, 1~85, the Board ~ued its Oec~s~on
on Reeo~ide~at{on. %n addition to resoling the vario~ issues raised b~ the
~ettes ~ their res~et~ve mot~ons, the Board adopted ~ proQe~u~I/ramowork
~or the conduc~ ot Ph~e ~ and directed its Scett to include the procedural framework

o~ the Phs~ ~I b~, The matter was t~nsmitted to the OAL for hear[n~ by
~et~e~ t~om Boa~d Secretary Peseta dated M~y 10, ~985,

At’tar o preheating conference on July 3, 1985, Administrative Law
0udge Welter 5~fvan issued ¯ Prehe~i~g Order on July ]1, 1915. Rate Counsel

a ~Otion tot ~terlocutory review with ~he Bo~rd~ request~n~ that the ~ard
overtur~ that portion ot the Prehearin¢ Orde~ prohibiting Rate Counsel/corn
introducin~ testimow on the issue o~ Sou~h Oersefs over~] ~nencie] condition.

Ie{ter ~eted Au~st 20~ 1985, the Board a~trmed Oud~e Suiliven’s Order ~
co~o~nt with the ~ntentJon ot the BoaN on the issue ot ove¢ee~in~ ~ e~essed

Decision o~ ’Reconsideration.

On August 1~ 1985, Owens-Coming moved before Judge
to strike testimony submitted ~y South Jerse~ pertaining ~o the
t~ue as ~ond the sc~e of the Board’s Phase I Order. Attar a denial ot its
motion, ~w~-Co~ning f~led e motion fo~ inte~ocutow ~eview with ~he ~o~rd
on h~ust T, 1985, s~ing review of the ALJ’s denial. By te~e~ of September
5, ~985, ~he Bo~d withdrew the issue of transportation from Phase IL

Sight ~ys o1 evidenti~y henrinEs were conducted during Phase
H, A~, after not{ce ~ compliance with ~.~.A,C. 14{1-6.16, e pub}ic state~ent
~aring w~ held in Atlantic City on

On November 6, 1985~ Judge Sul]ivan fiIed his Inttia! Decision with
the Board. Simfiar to his Initial Decision in Ph~e 1~ no schedules quantifying
the level o£ rate ~lJet recommended by the ALJ were attached to the Initial
Dec~ion. Exceptions to the ~iti~ Decision and Repties to Exceptions were
ti~ed by a~ partie~

After a review of the entire record in this matter, the Board HEREBY
AFFIRMS the IniLiel Decision pursuant to N.J.S.A_._....~ ~2=14~-10(~), except as ~er

1. Post Test Year Additions

By establishing the Phase 11 proceeding~ the ]Board sought a supplementation
of ~,he record with regard to three specific mej~ construction ~o~ects~ ~cKee
City operating teci~Ly~ McKee City LNG vaporizer and the Fobom office budding.
Each o~ thee pro~ects was under construction or consideration ~t the time of
the Board’s Decision and Order in Phase ~; two of the pro~ects are currently in-service,
while the third 1$ scheduled to be placed in-service in early ~986.

Throughout the proceedin~, ~Late Counse~ v~gorousLy opposed ra~e
base recognition ot these projects. The basis ~’or their opposition was thor the
pro~ects [el| too tar beyond the test year requested by South ~ersey, creating
a substantial mismatch between investment, revenues and expenses~ The ALJ
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concluded, recognizing the Board’s"... capacity to mold test year concepts
that the [ac~ th~ the p~ojeets were not known ~nd meesu~b~e at the end of
the test year o~ completed before the time o£ the ~oe~d’s Decision and Orde~
~n Ph~e I did not preclude their [~olUsJon in ~ate base. The Board concur.

However. the Board does not egt’ee with his conclusion limiting
~’~te b~se tnclus|on of these projects to the amounts orl~inaIJy ~equested by South
~e~ ~n Pha~ L A~te~ s d~c~ston ot an A~3’s power ~o permit s, emendmen~
to a petition, where h~ concluded he w~s not authorized to do so by the
3utile S~van determined that South ~e~ey~s a~tempt to expend the ~ecord
to fn~lu~ ~ctu~ c~ ~o~ these p~o~ects was co, t~ery to the 9card’s intention
{n c~ea~ Ph~e ~. ~is const~uctio~ ot the ~oa~d’s intent w~s erroneous.
]n otded~ a s~pp~emen~on ot ~ho ~ecoPd for these p~o~ects, the Boe~d tn~ended
that more recent information be placed into the re~o~d pertaining not only to
their complet~on date~ but abo~ to the actual costs ~o~ construction. As ~he
Company ap~ty sts~ed, to do otherwise would render ~he Phase II prooeedln~
a meaningle~ a~d tu~ile exercise.

"therefore, the Board determLnes that the actual costs for the projects
as of November 1, 1985 be tnclu.ded |1~ ~’ate base. Those amounts are set for~h
below:

A. MeKee City Operatln.~ Pacility - $i .132.406

This faetlfty has been completed and is’currently used by South
Jersey in Fovid[n¢ service. !~ provfdes secuHt~ foe the Company’s LNG plants.
a~ows for the relocation to McKee Cit~ of those Company personnel responsible
~oe th~ t~ct~ and p~vfdes a centre] ~ocetion to~ the Company’s gas allocation
office and transmi~ion and corrosion control dep~rtments.

B. Mcl~ee City L, NG Facility - $1,501,395

The addition to this facility has also been completed and is currently
in service. |Ls completion expands the vaporization capability of the facility
enablin~ the Compt~ny ~o better meet the ~Ir~ demand o~ iLs ct~tomers durin~
winter peak periods.

C. FoL,;om Office Buildin~ - $3,696,52~

Expansion o~ the facility wiU provide an additional 20.000 sq. teat
for use by the Company. alleviating overcrowding and enabling the Company
to meet its g~owth needs through 1995.

The values o( the Fo|som addition, LNG vaporizer and McKee City
operating ~’ac|][ity were derived from the data attached to the Company’s letter
of Deeernbe~ 12, ~985. While the ~oard ~inds that this data comports with the
cost |~to~’mst|on submitted by the Company in the Phase i~ he~Hn~s, it has not
been tested by the parties, ?he Boa~*d~ the~etore~ directs the CompaJ~y to provide
a ce~ti~’fc~tion, from en o~f|cie! Eamilia~ with these costs, that it represents
actual amounts incurred by the Company as of l~ovembe~ 1, 1985, °

An issue related to ~ate base recoenition ot the Fo]som office building
Involves the el/cent]on between the Cornpan~ and its non-utiUt~ ~ti’iltetes of
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the use o£ the taeIIlty end the necessary adjustment to other income of the Company
to reflect the allocation of the facility. The ALJ found that th~s issue should
be addressed |n Phase ~ in r~pon~e to a proposal made by Rate Counsel. ~otwithstanding
the ~a~d~ prior r~lng that the Issue be deterred until completion ot the managemen~
audit c~rently ~]~ pertormed~ the Bo~d believes tha~ since the part{as have
Fesented t~timony ~d have briefed ~he issue~ the issue can be decided at th~s
~tme. ~e ~srd accepts the recom~endatian ot �he AL~, with the exception
ot the ~e eL the new tur~ishin~s, Since the Board h~ ]nctu~ed the actual
c~ts incurred tot the new ~urn~hings as ot ~ovember 1~ Ig85 in ra~e base, these
c~ts should a~ be ~eco~ized tn the a~ocation of the ~acilt~y.

?, AequL~ttion Adjustment

The Company sought fuL~ rate base race,nit|on of the premium
- $~,948,400 - that it paid to the New 3ersey Natu~’al Gas Company for the purchase
ot the Cape May Division, Further, the Company proposed above-the-line treatment
for the annual amo~tization o~ the premium over a period of nineteen years.
Rate Cotmse! and Stat£ opposed the proposal on the ~/cound that the Company
failed to ~how any benefits accruing to its customers as a result of the acquisition.

The ]~rd’s p~l~oy on this issue was eleeHy.set forth in a 1984 matter
involving an ecquisiUon of a water system by the ~izabethtown Water Company
(Docket No0 881~-I0’/~ Decision and Order 9/~4/84). There the Board indlcated
it wou~d recognize an acquisition adjustment only where it was proven that a
specific and tan~b]e benefit tnurred to ratepayers from the acquisition.

In his Miti~l Deoision, ,~udge Su]/iVan properly recogni~.ed the Board’s
policy i~ this a~ea a~d correo¢ly ~’ejeoted the Company’s position that the Board
sh0~dd look to both utilities and their ratepaye~s in determin~nl~ if any benefits
were c~eated by the transaction, However, the Bom’d disagrees with the AL3)s
recommender|on tkst $t8~,315 be included in rate base due to benefits resultin~
from the aequ|sitiono It is elementary that the Company bears the burden of
proof with ~’e~m’d to any benefits ~om its acquisition o~ the Cape May territory.

¯ The Boa~d ts not persuaded by the Company)s testimony that any benefits resulted
f~om the transaction; therefore) the Board rejects the AL3’s recommendation
t~ssed upon Its conclusion that the Company ~ailed to cart:! its burden of p~oof
as to whethe~ an:/specific and tangible benefits resuIted from its acquisition
from New jre~se¥ Natural

3. 1985 Payroll Adjustments

While the AL~" correctly permitted recognition of the 5,596 wage
~ncrease incurred by the Company as o1 November I, 1985 pursuant to its labor
contract, the Board rejects his recommendation that the Company was precluded
by the goa~d’s Phase i Order ~rom prey|cling updated information rel=,ardin¢ employee
additions and merit increases. The Phase l Order specifically listed employee
additions as part of this issue to be supplemented in Phase H, Consistent with
its decision with respect to post test year additions, the Bom’d intended ~hat
Phase I! sem.,e as a vehicle tot considering the most recent tn/ormadon available
on each issue. Therefore~ the Board adopts the Company% position and recognizes
a payroll adjustment of $8t8,500,
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Non-Recurring £xpenses

The ALJ found that expenses incurred by South Jersey associated
with its intervention in Docket Ho. 8312-1093, Hew. Jersey Resources Corp. v,
~t were non-recurring in nature and recommended .on-reoo~lt~on

- $45,~77 - ~ an ex~nse. S~a~t too~ the position that, although
the Compen~ had moved to Intervene prior to the Board’s invitation, ~he
p~t~c~pstJon ~ the p~oc~dJn~ was sought by the Board end should be ~eco~ized,

The Board accepts StatiCs posit|On, tncludin¢ its recommendation
of a two-year amortication of I:he expense. ~e Boardts invitation to the Com[~any
to intervene w~ indicative of its desire for the Company’s participation. That
feet should be contro}Ifng, not the timing ot the Company’s motion to intervene,
in determining whether the expense should be given rate recognition. However,
the Board stresses that its decision in this regard is based upon the particular
circumstances of th~ matter ~md is not to be viewed as precedentiaL

Case Expenses

’the Board also accepts the position of Staff on this issue, Although
South Jersey’s catcu]atlon trisected a two-year amortization of its estimated
rate e~e expenses ~onstste~t with the methodo]o~ approved by the ~oerd tn
t~s Ph¢~ I Order~ the ~ard believes that StamPs position constitutes a more
re~onable ~ttmstion of rate case e~nses tneurred by the Company In Phase
H~ b~cd upon the ~evet o~ rate case expenses a~owed In Ph~e I.

~. Proof o~ ~evenues

During the proceeding~ a concern was raised by Rate Counsel and
Staff" that the billing determinants used b:f South Jersey may cause it to derive
more revenues than permitted by the Board in Phase IL In calculating {ts proposed
rates ~n Phase ~ the Compan~ employed the same number of customers and
usage recogniced by ~he Board irt Phase L

T~e biLltng determinants used by the Company were based upon
a fut!y aLlotted cost o~ service study performed ~or ~e ~n th~ rate case. The
~ard ~ eon~need that these biding determinants represent s pro~er batance
~tween rov~ue~ ex~es and investmen~ and~ therefore, accepts the methodology
proposed by ~uth ~e~ey,

In accepting the Company’s methodology, the Eoerd places the
COmpany on notice that| i~ the use of its methodology results’ in the Company
overear~|ng, {t wi~ bear the risk ot the consequences associated with an overrecovery
ot revenues. Statr is directed to closely monitor this situation and report any
evidence of overearnings to the Board, at which time~ the E3oard will take any
actions consistent with the law necessary to co~reet the si~uetiono

?, Residential Customer Service Charge

South ~Tersey proposed an increase in the residentia~ customer service
charge trot Trt-Dtvision customer~ ~rom $6,50 to $6A0, R~e Counsel and Staff
recommended that any increase in this charge be limited to
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The Board accepts the position of R~te Counsel and Staff, end
authorizes an ~ne~ea~ ~n the c~tome~ settee che~e to ~6,00 ~o~ ~esidentisi
c~tome~s i~ the Tri-D~vislon, This tn~rease is deaf;ned to ~aduelly ~H.~ the
Tr]-Div~sion into parity with Cape May Division,

Federal Income Tax Hormaltzation

In its Phase I Order, the Board accepted the Company’s propo, sed
t~IT normalization adjustntent when it a/firmed the ALJ’s |nltial Decision ih Phase
|, [-Iowever~ the Board, in response to a r~ot|orl tol’ reconsideration front Rate
Co~et, directed the parties to rebrtef the issue during Phase ll; the Board indicated
it would reconsider this issue at the time ot its decision on Phase II,

Prior to the Board’s Order in Phase I, the Board has flowed-through
the tax benefits derived by South 0er~ey from the use of accelerated depreciation
on pre-19T6 property. This treatment for South Jersey is consistent with the
Board~J policy on this Issue..The Company proposed that the tax benefit on this
property be normalh:ed in order to comply with the provisions of the Economic
Recover~ ~ax Act of 198! respectin¢ accelerated depreciation.

Rate Counsel and Staff opposed the Company’s proposal on the
grounds that a re~eetion by the Board ot the Corapany’s proposal w{li not result
in ttnancia] harnt to ~he Company. lnstead~ the Company wi~ be able ~o recove~
in future rate cases its actual tax expense; that e~ense will re~ec~ an appropriate
level of deFeci~tion associated with ~re-19?6 property. Rate Counsel a~o pointed
out that the Comp~ proposal w~s simfle~.to s tax proposal re, acted by the
~dsho Public Utili~i~ Commi~on m ~984~ where the ideho Comm~ssion ~ound
no ~tittc~t~n tot b~den~ng current ratepayer~ with more deterred t~es.
A~o~ ~te Counsel cited s d~ciston ot the 9ennsylvanfa Supreme Court/~
bol~ ~at norm~{~t~on of ut~ state t~xes violated the "ectua] taxes ~d"
~e~ine ~nd ot~ered no offsetting advantages to retepayers. ~urther, Rate Counsel
noted that the Appe~ate Division in Raw ~ersey has held that rstepaye~ should
support throuE~.r~tes onl~ the actual tax~ paid bV a utility {n the course ot
~ operation./°

"A~ter review of ~he partie~~ positions on this issue, the Board is
persuaded t~ ~he ~sttton espoused b~ K~te Counsel and Staff is correct, The
Comply h~ no~ shown an~ negative {~pltcatto~ t~om a ~ejectIon of its p~opos~l,
This ta~t is buttressed b~ the position/~ o~ the Financial AccountJn¢ Stsnda~Us
Boe~d t~u~ in December, ~98~ tha~ reeo~ed ~ow-thPou~h aecountin~
~pect to ~hfs pPope~ty ~s an acceptable option, hccordin~ly~ the Board reverses
i~ deeisio~ in ~hsse ~ and o~de~ that the Compsn~ flow-through the tax benefits
on F~978 p~ope~ty derived through the ~e ot accelerated depreciation.

/1 In Re ~tah Power and Li~fht ComPany, 63 PUR 4th 13 (1984).

/~ Be.rash v. Penn~lvania Public ~ti~ty ~omm~ion, 491 ~ 94

/3 ~ ~e Lambertvi~e ~ster C0mpan~, 153 ~ ~4 (1977).

/4 S~tement of F~nclal AecountlnR 5ta~dar~ ~o. ~I: Accoun~n~ for the
-Effects of Certain ~pes of ~egulations~ December~ 1982.
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While the Phase 1)" proceeding was being conducted at the OAL~,
~outh Jersey filed a petitioll with the Board pertaining to the level ot lt~ R~w
Materi~ Adjustment Cl~e (RMA) fo~ the 198S.86 R~A year. In its petition,
the Company s0u~ht ~rd app~val ~or a cont~uation o~ the existing level o~
the RMA thresh the end o~¯ the 1S85-86 pe~iod. Although South ~ersey ~ntl~ip~ed

the Company requested no change in the clause factor primarily because it believed
that deregulation of the gas industry would cause a drop in gas prices that Trensco
would have to meet to remain competitive.

Attar exchanging discovery and conducting a number of conferences,
the ~rtt~ were abIe to reach a Stipulation providing for a reduction tn the RMA
ot,~2,6 million, ~e revised RMA factor re~ected in the Sttp~ation was calculated
b~ upon an eftec~ve date ot Hovembe~ 1, ~g85. Provision w~ made~ however,
for eompress{~ ot the ~actor ~o coincide with the actual date of implementatton~
by doing so, the partl~ insured that ~tes wi~ refl~t ~he entire amount of the
reduction duri~ the RMA year,

South Jersey filed a motion with the ~Board on December
seeldng approval from the Board~ by way o~ an order~ ot revised tariff sheets
in the RMA matte~. The revised tar[~ sheets re~ec~ed a rea~ocatlon ot gas
~st ~mponents in the Company’s b~e ~tes in addition to the modi~cations
ne~ss~y to impIement the RMA Stipulation. I~ s~po~ ot its motion, the Company
c~ted the BoaN~ ~cision and Order In Phase Iot this mat~er~ wherein ~he Board
~dered that the r~ocation be implemented i~ South ~ersey~s next RMA
R~ons~ to the Comp~y~s motion were submitted by Rate Counsel~ Owens-Coming
and the I~ustH~ C~tomer Group..

The re~ocation issue arose during the litigation ot South Jersey’s
previous base rate ca~e (Docket No. 831-107). The industrial intervenors proposed
a resllocation o£ $12.4 million in gas costs on a eost-ot’-servlce basis. In Docket

¯ He, 818-754, the Board had offset a base rate increase of $13,9 million w|th
a $12,4 mi111on.credit to the Company’s RMA, The RMA credit was effectuated
on a commodity bas~s while the base rate increase was allocated o.n a cost of
service basis; the result was a mlsmat<~h of gas cost components that placed
a disproportionate share of the increase on the industrial class. In response
to the industrial Intervenors proposal, the parties stlpu]ated to e reallocation
of $4.5 mLlllon on a cost of service basis, effective in the Company’s next RMA
case. In order to effectuate the reallocation, certain base cost of gas adjustments
~or the residential class-reductlon of $.0138 per ~herm - and largo volume service
class - increase of $.0088 per therm - were made to offset the impact of the
realJocation. The part~es further agreed to termln~ke the cost of ~as adjustments
in the Company’s next base rate proceeding and that the reverals of the cost
of gas dit’ferentlals would not be deemed a rate increase tot any purpose.

In Phase ! of this docket~ South Jersey sought authorization~ pursuant
to the above agreement, to equaliz.e the cost of gas among customer el.asses
by reversing the above per therm adjustments to the base cost of gas. In its
Phase l Derision and Order, the Board clearly stated that the reaLlocation should
be implemented in the Company*s 1985-S6 RMA proceeding. The Board’s posRion
In support of the ~eallocatlon has been unambiguously set forth in two prior Orders.
Rate Counsel seeks a further deferral of this issue until the Company’s next
base rate filing. De(erral ot the reallocation would require en extension of rates
premised upon multiple base costs of gas for an indefinite period of time~ also,
it would undermine the agreement of the parties set forth in the aforementioned
Stipulation in Docket No. 831-107. Recoi~nlzing these ~actors and given the
Board’s direction ~n the Phase ! Order, the Board believes that the reellocation
should be effectuated at this ~ime end therefore, grants South Jersey’s motion.
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BaSed upon the above, the Board HEREBY DETERMINES that Sou~h
Je~y is en~tled ~o an tncr~se In base rates t~a~ wi~ produce ~1,6~,800 In
e~ftton~ ~ual rev~ues, as se~ £or~h on the ~ttached sehed~es, Also, the

HEREBY CONCLUDES that the RMA Stipulation submit~e~ by the parties

After a number of telephone conferences, the parttes were able
to reach agreement as to tariff design. South Jersey fiIed revised base rate
~n~ R~A ~t~r sheets w{th the ~oard on December ~ 1~8~ re~ectin~ ~he a~eement
o~ the partl~, A~ petites hav~n~ reviewed ~nd approved the revised
pu~u~t to ~.J.A.C, 14;1-6.16(e), the Board HEREBY ACCEP~ the revised
tar~ sheets as oonsonant with its decision in these matters, e~eotive ~or service
revered on and after ~he date o~ this Decision ~nd Order.

DATED~    Decembar 30, 1985 BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

PRESIDENT

co  ssZO E 

~OBERT N. GUIDO
COMMISSIONER

SECRETARY
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PHASE I! - DOCKET nO. e43-184
REVENUE ~EQUI~EHENT

Schedule A

RATE BASE

RATE OF RETUP~

OPERATING INCOHE REQUIREHENT

TEST YEAR OPERATING |HCOME

OPERATING IHCOME DEFICIENCY

REVENUE FACTOR

LESS:    P~E I RATE RELIEF

PHASE 1] REVENUE REQUIREHENT

$147,856,000

X     12.89%

$ 19,0~9,g27

~16,9~700

$ Z,143~Z27

x 2.163

$ ¢,635,800

....2,991~000"





Schedule B

SOUTH JERSEY GAS COMPANY
PHASE II - DOCK{T RO. B43-1B4

RAT{ BASE

Utl~Ity Plant in Service

Constructlo~Work in Progress (CWIP)

Premium to New Jersey Natural

Accumulated Depreciation

Ne~ U~illt¥ P]ant

Materlals and Supp1~es

Merchandise - Repair Parts

Cash Working Capital

Gas Inventory:

Natural Gas Stored

LNG Stored

Propane

Customer.Deposits

Customer Advances

Deferred F.I.T.

Pre-~STO

TOTAL RATE.BASE

$217,285,300

920,100

(57,935,60~)

$160,269,800

946,000

243,400

00,201,000)

I0,337,000

1,711,000

~51,000

(4,13B,000)

(~,ooo)
(~0,661,200)

163~000)

~147,e66,o0~





Schedule C

SOUTH OERSEY,~S...¢OMPAN~
PHASE’II - DOCKET NO, 843-184
TEST YEA~ OPERATING t~COME

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

TOTAL COST OF GAS

$21B,917,]00

$137’,923,600 "

OPIRATI~G EXPENSES:

Opera�ton and Maintenance

Oepr~ciatl~n

Amortization of Premium

Taxes other than Income:
General Taxes
Revenue Taxes

Federal Income Taxes

Investment Tax Credit

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

$ 23v]24,400

5,497,200

i ,215,300
29,9Z3,1 O0

2,452,100

1,978,000

$ 64,190,100

MET OPERATING 1NC~E 16,803,400

NET OPERATIRG IHCOHE $ 16,916,700
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